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OVERVIEW

This unit is composed of a preface, an introduction, and five'

chapters. Each chapter builds on and 'enriches what-You' will learn in the

previous one. It is designed tO be .used with a tra'iner and a grOup of ,

4..

learnerseAre 12 activities that serve as /he backbone of the unit.

Vowill do-someby yourself, some with other adults, and some with

childrgn. These,activities will,help you clarifY and initegrate the ideas

.

that:you read in the text. It iS important that you do the activities

in order that you learnthe contents of this book.

In preparation, allow 12 to 15 hours of class time tc:ocomplete the

5.;,ix of these hours should.be spent with young children (between

four and digheyears of'age). 'Ypu, will 'need-lo start a colfectiOn of

things that'interest young children -- shells, rocks; miniature toy an'd

animals, etc. You will use these in Activity 12 (page 99)'. _Also, gather

:

together some attribute blocks, wooden string beads, arid a magazine to cui

up for pictures. iou will use-these in Activities 3, 4 5, 6, 8, 9,-'and

11. Be prepa ed 4r, some surprises in the.way children cTassify these. ,
_

--
materials.

When you-have finished this unityou will be able to:

Demonstrate" the difference between adult-thought and child-
/.

-thought as seen in classification activity:

Interview children to determine their methods of ,classifying

ahdtheir stages of-intellectual development;



Demonstrate the'differences in the way children.classify within

'the,graphic, intuitive, and concrete-oPerational stages of

'development;

Develop a system for interviewing children and keeping re ords

,

of your findings;

Recognize how classificatioh is:involved in a wide variety

. of activities.

2 4
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PREFACE

If you plan to or are_presently affecting,the experiences of 'children,

then you should learn ibbut children's,thinking. I-Ws book is part of a
1

series,calle6- Exploring Children's Thinking ., ,This series covers four '

areas of mental development between four anfi:eight Years of age: classi-
,,

fication, seriatfon (order relations), number and masdrement (qjptitative

relations); and spatial relations. The first three t les are covered by

individual booke (Parts 1 through 3)'and by corresponding\30 minute color

videotapes-illustrating_cniidren's-rea-§oning. The fourth topic (spatiil
a

relations) is covered by a fourth videotape.1

In reading through this book, you will explore t6 development of

classification-skills. Classification involves judgments about how things,

includtmexperiences, activities, and feelings,;are similar and how they

are different. We are-not so much concerned with iihat.children regard as

similar or different, but rather, how caildren go about making and using

such judgments.

If this is your first exposure to this topic, you will be surprised

by what you learn. Below a certain_stage in development-children do not

reason about classes in'the same way adults do,no matter how they are

taught or raised.- Their classification skills, like their thinking in gen-

, ,

eral, changes in fundamental ways as they°develop. You will see tnat

children_a the'same -stage'of development cThssify,in similar ways, no

matter what their educational or cultueal experiences.

1. Videotape series titled: :The Growina !Hind: A Piagetian View of Early.
Childhood.

xiii
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The topic of classification has always been important to the psycho-
,

logy of thinking and learning. All those who have thought about thinking

have attributedjmportance to how the mind categorizes and sorts out simi-

:larities and differences. Every time.we recognize sodething, or do the .

41st,

same thing in the same circudstances, we are engaging in tiassifiCation.

Whenever We think about What is true of all or part of some group of people,

events, objects, and so.forth, we are categorizing dr 'classifying: Classi-

fication is a wayof_ordering-and understanding our experiences.

In addition to the topic of classification, this book introduces the

_-

work of the Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget. Piaget is internationally

recognized as a lead;ing authority on the character and development of ohild

ren's thinking. He has shUwn with astonishing breadth and detail the na-
.

ture of what, children know and understand and how their understanding

changes as they develop Mentally.

Piaget's-contribution lies not only in the numerous areas he and his

co-workers have investigated, but equally important, in the method of in-

vestigation called "structilralism." Structuralism embodies not only a

means of studying thinking and its development, but also a theory that

guides the-exploration and.,provides a framework for understanding what is

ound.2. As you' work-thraugh ;this book yOu Oil learn hOW tolnvestigate

classification in children and analyze your findings according to the

methods of structuralism. This way of looking at thinking takes the ob-

server beyond exploring facts that children may or.may not know and focuses

instead on the'underlying pattern or organization df childrees thinking.

2. Piaget, Jean, Structuralism.

1 4
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As you learn to detect this pattern, you wiil find that what children know

is not simply less than what adults-know: it is fundamentally dffferent;

and what children of the same stage know is fundamentally similar.
4

Piaget has argued that children's understanding of physical causality,

.numbers, time, movement-speed-distance, probability, spatial relations, and

geometry is also tied to a developing understanding.of classification. The

organization of similarities_and_differences-ani-par -w o e relationships,

(which.is What' Piaget means.by the expression Haassification"),'partially

descrfbes the organization of all forms of qPstematic knowledge?.

To account for the relationship between classification and these many
. ,

-different areas of knOwledge, Piaget has sOecifiedi -a number of types of

classificatio0 This book focuses'on.a'fundamental'type concerned with-.

the-addition and subtraction of classes. In Chapter 4, you will be intro-

duced through some interesting tas-ks to another form concerning the multi-
41

plication and division of classes: multiplicative classification involves

crossing the properths of objects or eventsto produce new classes. Both-
,

forms of classification have a similar developmental pattern:
c.)

- The Introduction of this book provides a brief_description of Piaget'S'

theory and -some information about Piaget himself In 'addition, it gives an

_

overview of the ECT series and its relationship to Piaget's theory. Chap-

ter 1 introduces the topic of classification and the characteristics of its
A

3. Flavell, J.H., The Developmental Psychology of Jean Piaget.

Piaget, Jean, The PS'ychology of Intelliaence.

Inhelder and Piaget, 1r Early Growth of Logfc in the Child.

These works descri6e the various._forms of classification structure as
well-as-the -.--Eruaures of relations.

. *-
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stages of'development. Chapter 2 involves working with children to explo.re

their Olasification skillS. Chapter 3 provideS-a-more detailed_and theo--
_

retical description-of the development of classification and the means of

keeping records on the classification skills and the stages of the-children

you work with. Chapter 4 presents a number of additional activtties with

which to further explore children's understandi-ng-of-elasstfil.aLion. Chap-

ter 5 provides a brief disCussion of the educational significance of what

you have learned about children's thinking and Piaget's theory. The Appen-

dixes contain some materials,that can be used in classifying activities, a
- a -

transcript of the videotape on classification, and a list of reswirces for

further exploring, not only the.topic of classifitation, but much of.

Piaget's-other work, and its relationship to educational process.

Now that you have a better se, _ f what this book is about, we can

suggest ways it might help you as a teacher.. You will'learn to look at

children's thinking in a way that reveals itss.underlying order. You will

come to appreciate the differences between how you and the child view the

world. YOu will learn how to,engage_children-tn-enjoyable activities that

,allow you to assess their developmental levels: You 401 come to see

similarities and differences between children of the'same age, and io find,

the underlying_causes of some of the difficulties children may have with

their schoolwork. Ideally, you will be better,able to help children re-

veal their inner thoughts, and be better able to-understand the.nature

of these-thoughts. It is my hope that you find this exploration rewarding.

1 6 K.14.A 1975



INTRODUCTION

-PIAGET THE PERSON4

This book is one of a series of three dealin ! t ' s study-of--

children's thinking. We selected Piaget's work as our focus because to

date he has provided the most complete description and theoretical account

of mental development in children.

Jean 16iaget was born in Switzerland in 1896 where he has spend most
-

of his life and continves to work. At twenty-two he received his Ph:D. in

biology (a figd in 'which he firrst published at the age. of ten) and soon

began work in the laboratory of Simon Binet, one of the founders of inielii-

gence testing. While pursuing studies as a biologist, Piaget was develop-
_

ing a dominant interest in knowledge. He began to view its acquitition

not at a-set of facts and experiences, but rather as an evolutionarY pro-
,

cess in which knowled eilas-an_outtome-of-how:the-liffrid-o-Fpanizes mental and

physical activities. He proposed that the manner in which activities and

--experiences are organjzed goes through a series of -regular steps or stages.

His early work in Binet's laboratory provided him with much infrma.,

tion on the thoughts produced by children. He noticed ,reoular inaccuracies

in their thinking that were gradual ly' eliminated with age. On the basis of

three papers desmibing these common inaccuracies, Piaget at, the age of

'twenty-five was made "director of studies" at the Institute J.J. Rousseau

in Geneva. He continued his- work at the Institute until 19407-atAi-a

time.he was. named Director of the Psychology Laboratory at the Univertity

This Introduction appears in each book in the ECT series,

xvii
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of Geneva. _Along with numeroUt other posts and duties , ,Piaget-ts-presently

the Director of the International Center for Genetic Epistemology (Geneva),

which he founded in 1956.

Throughout this more than fifty years, Piaget has been incredib_14Fpro-----
,

ductjve. He has produced well over-two hundred works investigating numerous

areas of human knowledge. He has virtually mapped theedomain of intern

gence from birth to late adolescence and has brought his nearly endlesi ob-

.servations into a theoreticaf perspective drawing from logic:mathematics,

-physiCs, biology, psycholcgy, and computer theory.

PIAGET'S VIEW OF KNOWLEDGE

Piaget±s theory has evolved in''response to,questiOns aske throughout

history: 'What is ;intelligence? "How are universally true ideas dertved?"

"ISknowledgereally-ffoMore th-raiemory?" As the science ofpsychology

developed, it addressed these issues, yielding two views. The first. holds

that we are born with particular ways of organizing experience, and that

kawledge reflects these inborn patterns of organization. The second vieW
_ _

is-6.the behavioristic one that.has dminated American psychology. It holds

Oat knowledge is a,copy of reality and/or learning from others. Piaget

Jh broUght a third view to bear, one that strongly suggeSts the inadequa-cy

of the "in6ore and the behavioristic "copy" theories of knowledge.

As a biologist, Piaget formulated,his view around.three elementS: the

organism, the environment, and the interaction between° the two.5 From these

5. The.term Yenvironment" refers to those things that are outside the
organism hut which affect how the organism functions.

_ .

xviii
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beginning elements come two biological processes- that result in change.

One is the process of acting on the environment, which is ,the same as in-

--corporatin-g=the environment into actions_ Piaget calls this "assimilation"

of the-environment to the organismGras-ping-0132 zi ng a ami-
,

iar object, and cooking dinner are ways we act upon our environment. The

other process is an alteration in the organization of actions as a result

of their use. Piaget calls this "accommodatiOri," or the adaptation

of actions to the environment. _Learning to grasp differently, finding out

that something is different than expected, modifying recipes for a meal are
.1"

examples of how actions are modified through use! "Assimilation" and "ac-.

1

commodation" make up the dynamics of Tife-- all life being a process of .act-
"

ing on or taking ,in the environment with resulting.changes- in the actionS

themselves and their organization. Changes in the organization or struCtures'

underlying actions can be viewed as evolution or cieyelapment

Piaget sees .knowledge as based in biology. He suggests that the under-

lying process by which an organism coMes to survive is the same as that by
=

which man can arrive at objective knowledge.6 In both instances the process
4

is composed of the assimilation of real itY by the.organism and a resulting

change in the structures,that assimilate. Mathematical thought and primi-

tive biological processes are both based in action systems. The ,difference

is one of the.degree of development of those systems.
V.3.

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

- .

Piaget is probably most widely recognized for his theory that children's

6. Knowledge that is uriiversally accepted as provable and true.

xix
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thinking advances through a series of distinct stages. The essential as-

pects of a-stage thedryLarethat. eachLnew-stage-4"4041-ows from.and-depends-.-

upon'the completion of-earlier,stages,and that the sequenCe of developmen-t-

is the same for everyone. Piaget describes a stage in terms of how a

child's thinking is organized. The thinking-in earlier stages is less well-
.

organized than in later stages.

ilpiaget and his co-workers in Geneva, and a large number of researchers

in other countries, have shown-that children's thinking in aWide range of
_ ,

knowledge Areas goes through a similar
_
developmental pattern. This pattern_ _

is described by four major periods. During the first two years,the-sensory-

motor period, children progress through six distinct stages of,intelligence:

A-Second broad periocithe- pre-operational period,' generally lasts between

two and'eight years of age. During this period, children

ability tb represent realifY-with-language, imagery, play, drawing, etc.,

And develop in their understanding of reality-:=-The-next period is the con-

crete-operational stage, during which Children develop logical sirdctures____
.. -

Thom the adult's View) and apply them to,a systematic understandihg of a
...

, ,, 1

wide _range of problems. -By early adolescence_children-enter the formal' .. _
'

_operational period,considered to be the.highest level 'of mental organi2a-

- tion.

STAGE

=4,

six
stages

3

Pre=cdnceptual
stage

I . A t 6

Intuitive
tage

I 8

ContreteT--Ope'ra-
tionaT stage

Fdridal

opera-
tional

I

%7'

AGE

PERIOD
Sensory
motor
period

Pre-operational period Conrete-operation-Formal
al period opera-

tional
period

2 0
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It is important to-keep in mind that the age at which a child enters

or-leaves_a_s_tage,ts-not spec-Hied-by-the-theory. Children of the same age

may be in different,stages_af_development.-=-141-ha-t-i-s-so-fa-r-shown e true

of all children is that all children go through the same series of stages,

although not all children progress beyond the concrete-operational stage.

AN EXAMPLE OF STAGES IN INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT:

CONSERVATION

One of the more familfar aspects of Piaget's work is the study of con-
,

servatfon. As adults,--we recognize that a given amount of something does

not change when only its shape has changed. For example, if you pour a
't

tal'i glass of_water_into-a-short-fat-one-i-you-know-tha-t-thd-Shpe of the

water may change, but its amount remains the same. This is called conser-
,

vation.7 Conservatfon is assumed by adults for anything that can be thought

of in quantitative terms: a quantity of clay, a measure of distance, a unit

of.weight, a number of objects, a unit of volume, and so forth.

PiageCand numerous researchers throughout the world have shown that

"all children progress through the same sequence of stages in their under-,

standing of conservation. Children in the pre-conceptual stage always

'thjnk that changing the shape Or arrangement of objects changes their

amount Children in the next stage believe that quantity is conserved
,N

under some rcumstances, but not others. By the concrete-operational

stage, children f* mly believe that changes in shape, arrangement,

7. See .The Development o uantitative Relations, Part 3 of the ECT unit,
unit of the FLS
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_:_arid appearance do not change-amount. -FurthermorealtshIldren-conserve

substance'(amounts of clay, rice, water, etc:) before they conserve weiqht

(understand that the weight of something does not change when its shape

changes); and all children-conserve weight before they conserve volume

(understand, for example, that a quantity of clay will displace the same

amount of water even if the-shapeof the clay.is changed)..

THE SOURCES AND DIRECTION 0 INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Although-conservation is only one of many areas of knowledge examined

9
_

by Piaget, it provides_a focus for discussing his theoretical views on how

knowledge is acquired.
-

It has been widely.understood.that memory, associations between one

experiente -and another, sensory-impressions,--trial and error learning,. and

imitations of others, all play a role in thouglit and affect what we learn.

However, each of these, singly or in-concert, cannot accountfOr what Pia-

-get and others have found to be true of children's intellectual development.

F6r-exAmpIelth a' - in an aMOunt-of-TrOiCehanges When

%, it is poured, dannot be attributed to a poormemory to experience, Or to

the teaching of Others. While it is surprising to fipd children making'
,"

such judgments, all children think this way P.c some point in their develop-

* .

ment.

On the other hand, all children eventually come to know that amounts

are conserved, and they do so after passing through the same sequence of

earlier Stages, When asked why an amount of liquid stays the same when it

vis poured into a wider container, the 'conserving child almost universally

gives one of the following arguments: "Nothing was added or taken away, so

xxii
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Ws-still-the-same-Fr The water is now wider than-before, 6Lif-ii-is also

not as tall." "You could pour the water back'into the glass and it would

be -th-e--s afne-as--be I - ments for.wh the

amount has not changed even though it looks different. The question natur-_ _

ally arises as to how chiltren come to reason in such systematic terms.

The arguments given by children for why amounts are Conserved provide

the basis for suggesting some of the likely and unlikely sources of object-
.

ive knowled'Oe. For example, consider the argument that if-nothing-U.:added _

or saAracted, amounts stay the same. easy to imagine that such a prin-

ciple might be taught, or that it might be experienced through counting ac-

tivities. However, it is well known that it is virlually impossible to

teach this principle to pre-conceptual children; also, children in the'in-

stage either already knoW or can be taught Ahis-with respect'to
_

counting, but they do not necessari;y apply the principle to other areaS of

conservation, such as substance and length.8 Furthermore,,all childeh

arrive at-an understanding-of this principle irrespective of whether it is

taught. The intuitive child-must be rep.t.4101Y___conwinced-of-its-truth-,---

whereas children a few months older regard it as an obvious fact of nature

Children who' spontaneously understand that ambunts do not change *len

néthing is added or subtracted.may just as easibi express the argument that ''

liquid poured, for example, from a;Zall narrow glass into a wide one is con-

served, because the water level-is now lower, but 'furthep around, or wider.
. . ,

'This expresses an understanding that changes in one dimension (heightI can

be compensated by those in another (width).. It is unlikely that this prin-

ciple of compensation was ever taught to most children who express it.

8. Siegel, Irving and Hooper,. Frank (Eds.), Logical Thinking in Childre,:
Research Based on Piaget's Theory.



Without measurement there is no way to tell that changes in one dimension

-compensate those in andthe/-,--'and-the-ability to measure, itself, follows

rather than precede§ an understanding of conservation. When children ex-

ress an argument of compensation as their basis for conserving, -they are

simply vxpressing what they know raist-be-true. As you will see, the ar-

gument of compenSation is an important clue to their basis for conserving.

'A third argument typically given is that- if a quantity changes in ap-

pearance, there must still be-thesame-amount b cause-it can be changed

back to its original appearance.. This rcan be ex erienced directly. -You

can pour a glass of water into a bucket and pour from thetucket back into

the glass and witness that there is as much water as, when you started. But

here -ts-ari--interesting-fact. --While children may experience this from their

--ftrst----w&terplay_on_,and white it may even be pointed out to them, this

servation doeS not lead them to conserve. It is ria-iiiitil-very---c-lose_to

the concrete-operational stage that such repeated demonstrations )lead to an

idea of conservatipn-And,again-chi-ldren-a-few-rnorrths-older

vent this principle for themtelves.

The above arguments: suggest that an understanding of conservation does

not result from experience alone, whether that experience is manipulative

and/Or social. Piagei has :argued that social experiences, physical exper-

iences and maturation (physical growth) are necessary td intellectual de-

velopment. But -they-alone are not sufficient to account lor something as

.simple and obvious to adults as conservation.

Piaget has suggested two additional factors, that underlie the source

and direction of intellectual development.9 One of these is ;the coordina-

9. Ripple, Richard and Rockcastle, Vern N. .(Eds.), Piaget Rediscovered:
A Rsort of the Conference ori Cognitive Studies and Curriculum Development.
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_ tion cf actions and,the other is the tendency of this coordination to be-.

come-reversible.

The concept of a reversible coordination of mental actions is abstract

and foreign to moSt of-us. We can give some sense of its meaning by return-
.,

ing to,the arguments given by chilaren for conservation. One of the argu-

ments iS that a quantity is conserved if nothing,is'added or taken away.

The concept of addition is a mental activity of joining things together.

Subtraction is a mental activity of separating. When it is understood that,

subtracting amounts can exactly compensate adding amounts, then these,two

. ,
'mental'activities are in a reversible relationship to one anothiE-7-Such

relationihip makes'it possible to reason-that adding and/or subtracting.:

lead to changes in amounts, and that doing neither leaVes amounts the same

or'Conserved. A similar expression of reversible reasoning is demonstrated'
-

in the undprstanding tha't Changes in one dimension can compensate those'in

another. Changes in heightl for'example, are reversibly related to changes
4

'1

in width._ It 1S-therefore:possible for an amount to change in one way and

:still-be the same, because the fit-si change is-7'O--o-i-pens second"(
-

change. Reversible reasoning.is likeWise expressed in an understanding'

that a quantity can be changed in appearance and then changed back to its
.

original_form.
%

Children's understanding of conservation and their s.pporting argu- .

ments do not reflect things tfiat_have been taught or recorded from exper-

ience.- Uplike facts, experiences, or things taught, the principle of ton-

servation cannot be forgotten any more than one can forget that one's hro-

ther (siSter) also has a brother (sIcter). Conservation is a product of'

reversible reasoning applied not just to objects, but to actions upon ob-

jects and, more importantly, to internal or mental representatiOns of "
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.actis. An understanding that actions (adding, pouring, narrowing, length-
.

ening, etc.) can be reversed, inevitably retults in a conception of conser-

vation which itself is centi-al to all measurement and'all conceptions of

units. Numbers themselves are simply abstract representations of units

that can be counted and separated. And at its core, a unit is no more than

A conception of.an amount that is conserved. in spite-of spatial displace-
.

ments -- changes in arrangents, appearances, and so forth.. An abil ity

Lculserve is evidence that a child.has achieved reversible thought:and is .

capable of thinking of quantity in terms of units Wat can be measured.

. YOUR AND pIAGET'S EAPLORATION
0. .

OF CHILDREN-1'S- THINKING

*By eignii jears of_age most children be6in to evidence' dramatic changes

in much of :their thinki* Piaget and his co-workers have.provided a de-
.

scription of these changes in a wi,de range of areas and .have proposed that

..the emergence" of reversible thotightnis a primarY factqr inte nature of

these changes. . ,.. ,

. ,

The majo-rity of Piaget's work has cOncerned ''objeCtive knowledge'
. ,

knowledge that is subject to proof thv'ough- agreed-upon arguMents. ,For ex=
4 ',

ample, one can proey the agreed-upon argument of counting, lhat eight
e

blocks will remain ,eight blocks, even if their arrangement is changed:

...__There is a range of similar problems that conceq"areas of quantitative'

reasoning other than.conservation. Some of .these are: time, speed-:dist-

ance-movement, probability, proportionality, geometry, density, forte, pres-

sure, and velocity.

:In Part 3 of this-volume on Exploring_ Children's Thinking (ECT) we
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4s, :

focus on children's dev21oping.unde-rstanding of the conservation of number,:

'substance, and length; measurement of distance; and the relation of time,
J

speed and movement. Part 3 consists of a learning unit containing guide-.

lines for exploring children's, quantitativ thinking and a 30 minute_video=

tape demonstrating the methods of,investigation and the developing charac-

.,

ter of qUantitative thought beyween faur and eight years of age.

-Other subjects investigated b Piaget are not concerned with quantifi-

cation. For example, Piaget has studied the understanding of space from

early infancy to late adolescence. At some points an Understanding of

space uses quantitative'concepts and at other points it-does not: Far ex-

ample, geometry uses units to describe space. A square contains four equal

*straight lin4t connected at end points to form an enclosei Spa.ce.--The Con-.

cepts "four" and "equal" are statemen.V about units and are thus quantita-
kr'

tiVe. However, space can be desCribe'd without units. For example, the

notion of,an "encloied,space" does-not use any quantitative units.

Part 4,of ECT concerriS Piaget's investigation of develoOng spatial

concepts in children between tour and-_eight years of-age. Again, we see -;

. the same stages as revealed'in quantitative thought. Part"4'consists of a

videotape-demonstrattlig the methods and results of intervie0ing children
. .

between four and eight .years of age on their concepts of straightlines,

left-right and foreground-background arientations,'and horizontal Oatial

or ienta- tions as demonstrated.by the surface-of a liquid.

Piaget argues that the similar pattern of stages in quantitative and

'spatial reasoning results fi:oMthe general underlying tendency of.mental -

activity to becameincreasingly organfied and reversible. ,He.has attempted
,

to analyze, in terms of reversible classifying and sequencing actiVities,

all that he has demonstrated in spatial and quantitative reasoning, as well

.27 .



as other-areas such as causality and genealogical relations.

In Parts 1 and 2 we explore the development of classifying and sequenc-

ing in children between four and eight years of age. Because-of the import-

ance attributed by Piaget to these two topics, we have provided a book for.

, each. Part 1 presents a detailed description of the develOping understand-
,c.

ing of classification and how to expldre this development with,children.

In Part 2 we likewise treat ordinal relations, or the logic.of. sequences.

Each book is accOmpanied by a 30 minute color videotape.

The topic of classification concerns the coordination of judgments

about how objects, and events are similar and/or diffeMntand_the logic of

some and all. For example, all cats and.dogs are.animais. Because all of

the cats are only, some of the animals, there are logically more animals than

cats. ,Piaget argues that the logic of classification is based upon dcrever-
,

sible coordination between combining and separating activities; and-that-

prior to the concrete-operational stage, this-reversibility is absent, giv- ,

_

ing the young child's concept§.an illogical appearance. However, it is
,

Wrongto call the class-efication of pre-oOerational children illogiCal. It

is different from adult thought, yet s.y.ltematically organized and consistent

in its application.

The second topic, ordinal relations, concerns ow children coordinate

judgments about such things as efore-after, first-next, less than-greater,.

thn shorter than-taller,than, and so on. Here, as well, there is a logic

as expressed in the following: If Stave is older than Leon, and Steve is

yoUnger than Pete, then Leon is the'youngest. Piaget describes this logic

as the reversal of relations sah as: If Steve is older than Leon, then
e,

Leon is younger than Steve.

Piaget's_analysis of knowledge'-is,complex. Some parts are, more under-
,

xxviii
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standable than others and some are more worthwhile to the practicing edka--

tor. In this volume on children's thinking we attempt to guide you in a

first-hand exploration of part of what Piaget has observed in children's

, thinking. 'In pursuing the reading, interviewing, and disCussion activities,

and by view/ ing the videotapes,-we hope to stimulate not only an apprecia-
_,

tion for the character'of children's thinking, but a way of looking at ,

thinking itself.

As you work through this volume, you will gradually gain new lenses,

through which to look _not only at children's thinking, but.at your-own-as well.
_

I ' If this topic sparks an interest, you_will_come to sense the broad patterns

of commGnality thi,t_touch-dPon a. wide range of understandings. In another

unitOfthe
'

Flexible Learnin System we help you prepare for.exploring

children's concepts in genera1.1° ,

'Educators commonly ask about the implications of Piaget's theory for

education. We address this issue in the concluding chapters of Parts 1

and 2. However, a general view can be expressed quite briefly. Any signi-

ficant educational implications from Piaget's theory are to ultimately be

decided by educators who have come to experience the character of reasoning

revealed by Piagees methods. T,o translate Piaget's theory to educational

prescription, must be preceded by an appreciation of what he has discovered.
ep

This is the function of the ECT volume.

10. Alward, Keith R., Working With Children's Concepts, a unit of the FLS.
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CHAPTER 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO CLASSIFICATION'

WHAi IS'CLASSIFICATION?

Classification-in-Volves reasoning about similarities-and differences.

-When We talk about a class of objects or events, weare talking about
\

thing! ;mat are similar. All the-things in a class have at least one com-
.

mon property. HoWever, the elements or members of a class, those things

that are g ouped together, may vary in terms of how similar they are. For

examOle, we\could have a class of dinner. 'forks or a class_of all types of---

,

forks.'' Both are classes, but they vary in the degree of similarity among

the things grouped together. Dinner forks are more similar to each other
1

than they are, to pitchforks. Among eleMents of a class,,differences and

simi17rities can exist siMultaneously.

When we talk about a class of things, we automatically imply that they

are differen fr\om something else. For example, the class of.eating uten-

sils isdiff rent from things that are not eating utensils. Yet many things_

that-are-noreatiM utensils are iii-dther ways similar to them. For example,-

eating utensils are different from cars but also similar in that both are

made and used by people. It would be perfectly all right to put cars and

eating uteAsi s together and call it a class. If we were asked to describe

the class, we d say; "It's some of the things made and used by people."

If we meant class to be all of the things made and used by people, then

we'd have to i clude airplanes, TV's, houses, and all the other things that

people make anJ use.

3 0
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The way in which all thtngs in a class are similar to each other is

called the tlass intension. "Intension" simply refers to the properties

of the class or the things that-arelsimilar about everything in the class.

You might think of it as the class name. 'Dinner forks," "forks," "eating

utensils," "objects made and used by people," are the intensive properties

of our example classes. All classes have an intension, that is, there is

some way in which.all the things in a'class are similar.

Another property of classes is the fact that all classes have something

in them: This is called the class extension:11 If the intension of tha

class is such that everything must be a dinner fork to belong, then the

_

extension is such_that all dinner forks could be put into the class, but
_

,

salad forks, butter forks, pitchforks, etc., would be excluded. If the in-

tension of a class were "all things made and used by people," then the ex-

tension of the class Would include TV's, cars, airplanes, etc.

In order to understand what classes are and 'how Oey relate to thInk-
'7

ing, we must realize that we can never simply talk about a single class.

There are always relationships between classes. The.things in a class can

always be divided inio.further claS-ses and/or included within bther classes.

In order to determine a class, one needs to consider its relation to other

vcrsthle-ctasses';'--Thts potnt-wfll become-clearer as you work through this

unit.

11. "Extension" refers both to the possible members of a class and the
actual members of a specific class. When intension and extension are coor-

dinated with one another all the things with the fntension of the class
are contained in the class.

3 1
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A LOOK AT SOME OF YOUR OWN CLASSIFICATION SKILLS

- Activity 1: Some Word Games

The purpose of this activity is to.give you a personal sense of the

relationships among classes. You can do these activities by yourself,

although they may be fun to share with others. There are five sub-

activities, each with a follow-up discussion concerning some of the

class relations illustrated by the activity. °

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 1:

'In each of the following sup-activities (A-E), there are two words

paired together. You Should try to think of something that is true ,of both

words. For example, AIRPLANE-KITE: things that fly.

1. Suzie-Jane:

2. Ford-VW:

3. John-Joe:

4. Seagull-Hawk:

5. Jane-Marilyn:

6. VW-Toyota:

7. Lyndon-John:

8. Duck-Seagull:



FOLLOW-UP 1.13 ACTIVITY lA (Read after completing 1A):

Here are some of the classes thA people generally think of when we

present the word pairs in list 1A: "girls/women," "cars," "boys/men,"
-

"birds," "movie actresses," "foreign cars," "Presidents.of the U.S.,"

"water birds."
;

This simple exercise illustrates one type of relationship between

classes. It is called an inClusion relation because classes include other

classes. For example, "actresses" are included in the class of "women,"

Actresses Women
that are not
actresses

OR

As another example, you might have said "cars" for,pair 2. VW's are

cars. But in pair 6, you might have said that VW's belong to the class of

"foreign cars." All foreign cars are included in the class of cars.

Cars

Foreign
cars

USA cars

4
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1B.

TV-Dishwasher:

TV-Movies:

For these two pairs, it's quite likely that you thought of classes

like "household appli-ances" and "things we watch for entertainment, news,

etc." Here the same object, "TV," is thought of as belonging to tWo differ-

ent class-s because it is thought uf in different terms. This illustrates,

again, the fact that things can.belong to different classes at the same

time and that these classeS do not necessarily include each other. All

pliances are not visual media and vice versa.

Appliances

TV's Dishwashers

Name two other appliances

Visual media

Others TV s movies Other

Name twu other visual media

A somewhat different class relation is illustrated by the following:

1. _Some appliances are TV's and some are not.

2. Some appliances are toasters and some are not.

These two statements togeer look like this:

(1)
Appliances

TV's Other

(2)

Appliances

Toasters

5
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(1), the class of "other" (appliances that are not TV's) includes

the class of toasters because some of the appliances that are not TV's are

toasters. In (2),the class of "other" includes the class of TV's because

some of the appliances that are not toasters

1C.

Brown tree-Green tree:

Brown,car-Green car:

It's most likely that-you come up with the classes "trees" and "cars."

But if you consider both pairs, you might come up with the classes "things"

and "colors." The relation between both pairs look like.this:

,Trees

Green Brown

Cars

Green ,Brown

AND

Green Brown

Trees Cars Trees'Cars

These types of class relations are often illustrated by a matrix such

as the following:

'GREEN.

'COLORS'
. BROWN

THINGS .

CARS TREES

:3- 5
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'1D.

Folk Dance4ox Trot:

Gymnastics-Folk Dance:

Polka-Mexican Hat Dance':

Fox Trot-Waltz:

Some responses to the above pairs might be: "dances," "human mbvement:'

"folk dances," "formal European dances." The following is an illustratiom

of some of the relations between these classes:

Folk

Polka

1E.

Human Movement

bances

Mexican Other
Hat

GospelBlues:

,Choral-Gospel:

Formal
European

Fox Waltz
Trot .

Other

Non-Dance

Other Gymnastic Other

\\

For the above two Pairs, you might think o the classes "Black Ameri-

can music," and "church music." This is one of the ways the relatiohships

between these classes can be illustrated:-

3 6-
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r.
If you considered some of the relations between these classes, it

would be possible to make the following statements:

1. Gospel, blues and choral are all types of music.
I

2. Some church ar,sic -is gospel, some choral, and some is neither.

3. Some choral music is Black American, some is church, some is

neither.

4. Some church music is Black American, some Black American music is

gospel, some is neither.

u. Some gospel music is church music, some ts Black American music,

some is both, and some_is neither...and on and on.



OSCUSSION OF ACTIVITY 1:

Although you may not have ,generated the same classes (e:g., 'movie

actresses," "foreign cars," folk dances"), you are able to recognize that

they are legitimate classes and could explain why or under what circiastan-

ces it's legitimate to say for example that "cars" is a class into which

both VW's and Fords can be-placed, and that-VW's are also foreign cars,

which Fords are not. This is 4 form of reasoning that distinguishes adults

from children. Children have difficulty reasoning abOut the relationships

between classes, e.g., that VW's are some of the foreign cars; that some

foreign cars are not VW's;"that all foreign cars are cars, but that some

cars are not foreign. They cannot, simultaneously, incorporate "the parts"

and "the whole" in their reasoning. If a child'is given ten cars that are

recognizably foreign to him/her and three cars that are recognizably U.S.

made, and is then asked, "Are there more foreign cars or more cars?" The

response will be "more foreign cars." The child sees that there are more

of that part than the other part, U.S. cars. S/he does not'think in terms
,

. \

of cars as a more comprehensive intension that includes in its extenision

' the More lim4ed class of foreign cars. The adult takes thiS sort ofrea-

soning for granted.

We can also understand how the same 'thing can belong to a number of

different classes that do not include one another. In this respect, the

adult again thinks differently than the child. For example, TV's belong-to

the class of appliances, and to the class of visual media. We could reason

that some:appliances are also forms 'of visual media and some are not; and

that some of these are TV's and some are not (e.g., slide projectors); that

some forms of visual media are appliances and some are not (e.g., paintings)

'9
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and so on. ,The young child cannot follow these arguments even when they

involve physically sorting objects.

It must be emphasized that these differences do not eoncern just being .

able to state or follow statements about the relationships between TV's and

appliances. What they do concern is the very foundation of thought the

reasoning necessary to the formation of concepts. A concept, such as the

concept HOUSE, ultimately requires seine notion about wh t is true of all

things called "houses," or what must be efor som hing to be an example

of the concept "house." To *now how all of the bers of any concept or

1 sSare the same, requires knowing how all of the,Members are also differ-

from'other- classes and, for example, how s,ome hodses are also similar

t other things that are not houses (e.g., skyscrapers). That is, a well-

f rmed conce t rb uires the abilit to coordinate 'the relationshi b'etween

all aftsome" with similarities and differences. All of the above examples

oil down to this issue, and this is precisely what children between two

d fopr or five 3;ears of age cannot That is why thry -are said to be-

long to tKe "pre-conceptual" stage. 'While they, certainly'have concepts,

tliey are not of a well-formed nature. Children in the next stagk, the in--,

7
, tuitiVe,stage, know how all the things of some classes or concepts are a- `

O.

like, at leaSt when concrete objects are involved. But the intuitive child
\

still fails to-coordinate he relationships of all and some with similari-

ties and differences in the consistent fashion typical df olderchildren.
1

. I

STAGES OF CLASSIFICATION

Between birth and adolescence, children's thinking progresses through

a number of stages, and these stages are clearly revealed in the nature of

39



the child's classification abilities. In fact,Piaget has argued that it is

the development of classification that underlies the developMent of the

child:s thought in general.la, 13

This,unit concerns children between four and eight years of age. In

;-

the following, a briPf introduction wiffbe given to three stages of classi-

fication generally seen during this period.

,GRAPHIC COLLECTIONS SGENERALLY FOUR - FIVE YEARS OF AGE)

Most children.between four and five years of age are still ,in the pre-

conceptual stage of intellectual.development. During this period the

child's classifications are called 'graphic collections. The pre-conceptual

stage".is a long stage, emerging somewhete abound iwo and gen6tally lasting
0

to about five years of age. Children must first pass through earlier stages

or-ways of thinking before arriving at the pre-conceptual stage, and when

they leave thisstage, they always enter the next stage, called the "intui-

tive'stage,'' There is, hOwever, no abso1utLtelationship between the,age

of a child and the stage s/he may Win.

:To illustrate.the pre-conceptual stage,let's' imagine a task in which

a chid)d,is given'a number of different colored shapes to'classify.

1

12. Igpelder, Barbel, and Piaget, Jean, The.Early Growth of Logic in the
Child.

13. "Relations," covered in Part 2 of ECT, are considered by PIaget to
be equally important to thought.

.11
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"N.

After the child becomes familiar with the matenials,s/he is asked to

"Put together the ones that are alike." In response.to the;e instructions,

children in this stage form'graphic collections. The term "graphic" means
-

that,the child forms collections of objects that form a visual whole, a

picture or rlttern, rather than considering the similarities and differen- ,

ces between properties'of.objects.

Here are some exaMples of graphic collections:

A.

B.

C.

41
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The two significant things in all four examples are these:

1. In each case (A-D), the child is concerned with the arrange-

ment of,the.objects.

2. In each case, either there are:

a. No classes or collections in whi7h all the things are
the,same -- no class intension (examples A, B)

OR.

Ce
b. There are a feW groups in which all the things in. the

groups are similar, but not all the things which could
belong to the group are in it (D), or the similar things
are together because of the pattern they, form (C). A
common example is for children to put a'number of rect-
angles or sqUares together because they fit together 0

, nicely.

There is nothing wrong with forming visual wholes, patterns, and so on.

Great paintings and great architectural achievements\are visual wholes.

But the child's-thinking is different. The child thinks "being alike,"

"being similar," "having Something in-common," "being the same," are all

equivalent to saying that all the parts of a picture are the same because

they are parts of the picture. Now we reason like this ourselves. For

example, we might say all the parts of a car are alike because they belong

Ito cars, beeause they go together to make up a car. But we could also .

think of the wheels,'for example, as being similar to each other, and simi-
.

lar to the wheels on other cars; we could think of various types of cars

.13



'being similar to or different from each other or think of all the parts

belonging to the classes of metal; rubber, plastic, and glass.- That it,

.

we can re/ason abOut how all of some things are similar to each other bUt

.also different.from other things. The child simply does hot reason about

similarities and dTerences; The pre-conceptual child makes things simi-
,

lar by arrangiathem so that they form a whole, an object.

This characteristic of the pre-conceptual child's thinking is not just

an issue of what the Child does with a bunch of blocks when s/he is asked

1.

to sort. Graphic reasoning has been shown to.also. be true in a number.of

Other.areas.of mental activity. Asking a thild tso sort blocks is just one

of the wayl that we can see this characteristic. It is a timple and re-

1

vealing technique:14 4

- ,

NON-GRAPHIC rOLLECTIONS-(GENERALLY SIX-SEVEN YEARS OF AGE

Most children between six and seven years,of age are still in the in-

tuitive stage of mental development. During this stage the child's classi-

fications are called non-graphic collections because _they take into consi-

deration the similarities and-differences among objects. The child no long-
,

er thinks of "similar" solely in terms of "belonging together" as part of a

graphic or Vitual whole.

Here is another set of shapes (attribute blocks) that might be used to

attest classification tkills:
4

14. Parts 2 4 of'the ECT series explores the same terdency of the child

to think graphically in other types of activity. The unit, Working With
-Children's Concepts, explores the issue of children's concepts in general.

14
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This set of materials is less complex than those generally used. In

addition, the real insight into the child's classification comes from'see-

ing,both how the glasses are formed and how the child responds to questions

and additional problems posed by the adult. Our purpose here is simply to

point out some of the main features that characterize particular stages of

development.

Examples 6f non-graphic collecticins:

E.

3

2

4

15
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4

2

5

3

6

There are.two ways in which these examples of non-graphic collections arz

more systematic than the classes of the pre-conceptual child:

1. All the classes in examples E and F have an intensive property.

In El it is "color," in E2 it is "triangle,"'in E3 it is "color,"

and.in E4 the objects are grouped together because they Are the

same color and shape.

2. Visual arrangement alone does not determine which objects go

together.15

There are also two ways-in wfAch the examples show that the intuitive

child's clasces are less sophisticated or less well-organized than those of

children in the next stage, the conCrete-operational stage.

1. Extension is not coordinated with intension. For example, in E

one of the classes (El) is all dark objects. However, some dark

objectt are in E2 as. well.

15. However, children in the intuitive stage are often concerned with
arrangement of objects within the class and, on occasion, produce graphic
collections just as adults sometimes do.

16
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2. The child's use of intension, the similarities and differences

defining the classes, is inconsistent. For example, in F, some

of the shapes are put together because they are the same shape and

the same size (Fl and F3). Others are together because they are

the same shape and color. (F2 and F6), and others because they are

the same shape only (F4. and F5).

The intuitive child's inability to coordinate intension and extension,

and the inability to.use intension consistently affects his/her ability to
,

reason. ,Being able to coordinate'intension and extension, and being'able,

to clarify intension,underlies the logic necessary to form consistent.con-

cepts. For example, if I were to ask you how all forks are alike, you

might say they have points. If I askedy all things with points are forks,

you would say "No. You know that needles, knives, and a number of things

with points are not forks. That is, forks are only some of the things with

pointS. If I asked, "Are there more things with points or more forks in

your kitchen?" yould say, "More things with points" because you know that
,

some of the things with points.are.not forks. As you will see, children

in the intuitive stage do not reason in such a consistent fashioh.

THE dONCRETE-OPERATIONAL:STAGE (GENERALLY STARTING BETWEEN SEVEN AND EIGHT

YEARS OF AGE)

The last stage to concern us, although the child's ability to handle

the relations between classes continues to develop, is the concrete-opera-

tional stage. Children in this stage classify objects in a way that is

'essentially indistinguishable from the way adults classify. Most children

between seven and eight years of age start showing some of the-characteris-

tics of this stage. However, concrete-operational reasoning is not well-,

k

17
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developed until late childhood, around 11 or 12 years of age.

Here are soMe examples of how a concrete-operational child may class

ify the same shapes used earlier to illustrate the intuitive child.

G.

shapes with sides

bi
df

Li
cal

\
()ADM- U

shapes without-sides

big little

There are a number of ways in which the classifications of the concrete-

operational child are bette-r organized than those of the pre-conceptual or
-

intuitive child. By talking with the child, and by posing a variety of dif-
.

ferent classification problems, we would clearly see a greater number of

18
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refinements in the concrete-operational child's classification abilities.

Here are some significant points about the above examples:-

1. All the classes in examples G and N have intension coordinated

with extension. That is, all the elements in each grouping are

similar in some way, and all the things with that intension or

property are grouped together.

2. The intensions, the similarities and differences within and be-

tween classes, are well-coordinated and often complex, as the

diagram for example H shows.

. All the objects in both G and H are simultaneously classified in

a number-of ways. That is, each element is understood to belong

to a number of classes at the' same time. In G, it is clear by the

arrangement that all the shapes are understood to belong to three

classes at the same time; color (light-dark), shape (trianole,

square, etc), and size (large-small). In example H, all the ob-

jects are understood to belong, at the same time, to the class of

shapes with.sides, to the class of big or smell shapes and to

either the class of squares, triangles,' or circles, etc. This is

called class multiplication.

The general pattern or sequence of development as we have outlined it

has been shown to be characteristic of children throughout the world.16

These findings tend to support Piaget's theoretical claim that experience,

in the specific sense of being taught how to classify, is nut the underly-

ing cause of this common pattern. However, it should be noted that what

16.Dasen, Pierre R., Cross-Cultural Piagetian Research: A Summary.

19
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can be taught or, more accurately, instilled by culture is the basis of

intensions, the perspective from which things are viewed as being similar to

or different from each other. The child of a'Bedouin nomad might place a

dog and a camel-in the class of domestie animalS; whereas a Brooklyn grocer's

child might place dog and cat in the domestic, animal class,and camel with

lion in the class of,zoo animals. Even simple graphic collections are in-

fluenced by the cultural context; a pattern that is interesting to a fisher-

man s child might not be so to a child living in a desert.

Naturally, the issue of classification is not simply one of what we

choose as our basis for saying things are similar or different. Classifi-

cation ultimately concerns the ability to reason about the relationship be-

tween classes, to coordinate intension and exteasion and to think about

similarities and differences in a consistent fashion. The,fact that these

coor4inations are not seen in children prior to the concrete-operational

stage fhdicates that the child's concepts and the child's thinking are mar-

ke4ly dftferent from that of adults.

4 9
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DOING A CLASSIFICATION TASK

Activity 2: Soiling Pictures Adults

In this activity yoU.willoollect about 20 pictures to. sort into

groups of things-that are similar. AfteryoU'have sorted them,

you will have a partner do likewise and then compare bothyour results.

The purpose of the'activity is to give you a first hand experience

. with some of the thought processes that ofie goes through in classi-

fying. In addition, you will see how other adults classtfy in ways

that are similar to.yoU, -but also different from you.

MATERIALS:

A magazines scissors, a partner.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 2:

.1. Pick a magazine that you are willing to cut up. Pick one with a

large nuMber of pictures, preferably photbgraphs of actual things.

Advertisements are a good source.

. Go through the magazine and-cut out at least 20 pictures that

catch your attention. Cut out single objects, i.e.', pictures of

one thing or a picture of things that are all similar, e.g., a

group of people.

3. Use Activity Form A for completing the activity.

4. Put together%pictures that are alike in some way. Make as many

classes as you can,' making sure that things that are similar are

put together. Write down what the classes are and what's in them.

21
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For example,

Class name

AnimalS:

Pictures in group

C'IT.
lion
elephont

5. Without changing your groups, try to combine some of them to make

as feW Glasses as possible (but at least two ) Write down the new

class names.

6. Now mix up all the pictures and re-classify them, trying not to

use any of the class names you used in Steps 4 and 5. Write down

the names of your new classes. (Making a few claès is probably

easier than forming many of them.)

7. 'Ixchdnge your pictures with your partner and repeat Steps 4 through

6

8. Discus\the activity with ,Your partner or with a group of other

learners.

dr.

Focus on:

a. Sha ing the clasSes you and yoUr partner formed.

b. Discus ing how you and your partner were similar in your

approach and the.nature of the classes you formed. Dis-

ctiss how you were different as well.

C. Discuss what kinds of decisions, difficult and easy, you-:

had to make in ompleting the task:

5 1
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NAME:

DATE:

ACTIVITY FORM A: Sorting Pictures AduA

To be used for Activity 2, page 21

.0

After you have selected your 20 or so pictures, put together pictares
that are alike in some way. Make is many classes as you can -- making
sure that things that are Similar are put together. Write down whpt.
the classes are and what's in them.

CLASS NAMES CONTENTS OF CLASSES

2. Without changing your groups, try to combine Some of them to make as
few classes as possible (but at least two). Write down the new class

, names. -

CLASS NAMES

3. Now mix all the pictures and re-classify them,,trying not to use any of
the class names yoil used in Steps 1 and 2. Write down your new class

_.--flimes. (Making a few classes is probably easier than forming many
of them.)

CLASS NAMES

52
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FOLLOW-UP TO C*TIVITY 2: (Read after doing Activity12)

Doing this, task on my own, I came up with the following. We'll use it

as an example.

STEP 4: ;-

Class names

. pens

- PI cti.h-es in group_ .

fountain pen

bal 1 point

2.: women black/white photo, (full figure

color photo, (waist shot)
/7

3. .apparel

'?

4. cars

. visual media

6. musical entertaihrtient

7. clock.

'shoes .

purse

Chevy

Cade 1 ac.

. Jaguar-

slide projector

TV

piano

record player

clock

8. cigar,tteligter cigatette lighter

9. w4ne bottle'

word5-

11. p tteci plant

12. essel s

25
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wine bottle

pioneer

town ,

potted plant

cups

potterY bowl

o-
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\

There are two relevant points to what I did in Step 4.

1. Some of my classes had only oèe picture in them because I couldn't

find another class to put the picture in, even though I know that.

everything is similar to something els'e in at least one way.

2. Most of my classes contained the fewest number of things that were
\

.t

maximally-similar to each other. For example, the smallest group

I could figure out for the piano and\record pl4er was "musical'

entertainment." I could have put theM,in a larger grouppsuch as

th 'class of things made by peOpl.q, but that would haveiresulteiI in

, .

one arge class. R.Isical entertainment was the smallest class I
,

,

coula put them in. Another way'of looking at it is that I formed
, ..

as mah'y different clasieS- as I could.'

Here's what I did at Step 5:

Class names

1. nachines (I combined groupsol,4;5,6,7 ,

from Step 4.)

2 containers

3. words
7

4. apparel

,Two poihts are of interest:

(I combined groups 9,11,12,

/ from Step 4.)

Same as in Step 4

(I combined groups 2 and 3, because

both women are wearing clothes.)

1. I was able to maintain the intension of all the previous 'classes

an4 yet, at the same.time, combine them to- reduce the 12 groups

'to four. For example, all pianos, pens, etc., are machines.

. The extension of the classes is now larger; that is, they include

More thi
.

gs and, at the same time, things tn my new classes are
,

44. .26
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less similar than those at Step 3. I ould make them even-less

similar by saying, for example, that al 22 pictures are the same

because they are "pictures" or everythirg.is either "animal,"

"vegetable," or "mineral."

STEP 6:

For my third grouping, I came up with two classe tfi,t have more

extension than my previous classes.

,elass names.'

1. Black and White photos

2. Color photos

Two points of interest:

1. I know that all the things in these two classes belong, at the

same.time, to the earlier classes.

J.
2. I _also know that-all of my earlier classes could have been divi'ded

into black/white" and "color" classes.

Activity 3: Sorting Pictures Children

In this activity you will do something with a child that is similar

to what you did in Activity 2. It might be helpful to read some gen-

eral\notes on interviewing children before you work with children.

These\are on pages 49-52.

MATERIALS:

A magazine, scissors, a child between four and eight years of age.



:INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 3:

1. Your first task will be to find,a child with whom you can carry

out Activity 3. The_child should be between four and eight years

of age, and ideally should be familiar with You and used to work-

ing with you. If notpay particular attention to putting the

child at ease.

2; To begin the tas , you'll need to select some pictures to sort.

-,'You can use the pictures in Appendix C, or help the child cUt out

some from'.magaiines.. If you use the magazine, the activity will

be more fun for you both. And because each child selects differ-

ent pictures, it also assures the child that you can't,Compare

with others iheir,sorting of the same pictures. ,

If you choose to use a magazine, have the child cut out,pictures

of things that they want to use in a "sorting'activity,." If the

child's age makes it too time consuming to have him/her cut pic-

tures out,.then have him/her select them and you cui them out.

Make\ up a collection of between 12-15 pictures. While cutting-

out Shap s, haVe the child tell you what it is that's/he\is cutdng

out. "What is it? Wl.kat do you call it?" and so on.

3. Use Ac ivity FOrm 13 for completing the activity.

4.. Ask the child:to put together pictures. of things that are ike

in some pay.

he child know that s/he can do it, any way s/he wants. \
ive assurances that s/he is doing what you asked.

\

a child forms graphic collections (i.e., putting things

together because they make up a whole, for example, putting

28
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a purse with a womawbecause women carry them, or a person

with a car because people drive them), ask him/her how all

the things in the group are the same. DO NOT TELL THE

'CHILD THAT THINGS ARE NOT THE SAME IF S/HE SAYS THEY ARE.

4, Let the child work at his/her own pace. Occasionally ask,

"Is everything in the right group now?"

- 5. \When the child is satisfied with his/her effort, ask what to call

various groups. "What can we call all of these?" -- pointing to

a group.

Make a listing of the things,the child puts together in the var-

ious groups.

6. If the child is still interested in the activity, you can ask the

child to put some of his/her groups together. Say, "Put some of

your groups with each other so that things that are alike are to-

gether." Children below the age of five will find yoUr request

confusing. If they don't get the idea, you should make your re-

quest easier to'understand. For example, you might point to a

group and ask if it is all rignt to put t with another group.

If the child is still confused, stop. But eave the child with

the sense that s/he accomplished what sAp wa asked to do.

If the child does combine groups, record which gr ups were com-

bined.,

57
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ACTIVITY FORM B: Sorting Pictbres - Child

Name: Child's name:

Child's teacher: Child's age:

Date:

To be used with Activity 3, page 27.

(Check One)

Did the child select the pictures. 0 or did you select pictures

for the child E.]

-
DO(CONDITIONS) SAY.'

'Put out the 15 or so pictures. I WANT YOU TO PUT TOGETHER PICTURES
THAT ARE THE SAME IN SOME WAY;

Record :.ne groups.

Record which group you asked
about and what the child said.

31

5

WHAT DO YOU CALL ALL OF THESE?
(Pointing to one of the child's
groups)



If child is able to form
classes and is still
interested

Record what child does.

5 9
-32

WHY DID YOU PUT-THESE PICTURES
TOGETHER?

PUT SOME OF THESE GROUPS TOGETHER
TO MAKE LESS GROUPS, SO THAT THERE
ARE NOT AS MANY PILES.



FOLLOW-UP TO ACTIVITY 3:

The best follow-up to this activity with children is for you to dis-

cuss with other adults what you did and observed.

The following provide some focal points for your discussion:

1. Recall what you did, asked the child to do, and what the child did.

- 2. In what ways did the interview go well?

3. In what ways did it not go well?

4. If there were problems or misunderstandings, how could you make

the interview better if you did it again?

5. How was the child's performance similar to ur different from how

you would solve the problem?

How c') you think a younger or older child might deal with the task?

60
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CHAPTER 2 .

WORKING WITH CHILDREN
.,

This chapter is more udoingli oriented than the introductory chapter.

As you work through Chapter 2, you will learn to administer three types of

classification tasks and to record the child's responses in a way that will

help you assess his/her stage of classification and intellectual develop-

ment. .

INTERVIEWING A MRTNER,

The three tasks are: inclusion problems, free, and structured sorting.

Activity 4: Class inclusion Problems (beads) Adults

You will start by administering these ,tasks to your, partner. Then

you will take the role of child and complete the tasks for your part-

ner.

MATERIALS:

You will need 10 beads of two colors that can be strung on a string.

'You should have two'of one color and eight of another. All the beads

should be made of.the-same'rnaterial, preferably wood. For example,

10 WOOden beads

8 wooden beads 2 yellow wooden beads

You will also need a string onto which the beads can be easily strung.

35



INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 4:

l. Use Activity Form C to determine what questions' r) ask. Make

sure you read it thoroughly and understand it before you begin.

Keep in Ulind that you will be comparing wooden beads and red

beads; not red beads arid yellow beads.

2. Record the responses of your partner in the .appropriate spaces.

\

3. Switch roles and have your partner interview you. scou can play

the role of a child if you choose.

- (32
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ACTIVITY FORM C: Inclusion Problems

Your name: Child's name:

Date: Child's age:

Child's Teacher:

This form is to be used io'complete. Activities 4 and 8 (pages 35 & 57).

DO.(CONDITIONS) SAY

Present_the beads all on a WHAT ARE THESE? WHAT DO YOU CALL
necklace. THEM?

WHAT, ARE THEY MADE OF?

ARE THEY ALL MADE OF WOOD?

Have child- take necklace HOW MANY WOODEN BEADS ARE THERE?
apart.-

HOW MANY RED ONES?

ARE THE RED ONES ALSO MADE OF WOOD?

HOW ABOUT-THE YELLOW ONES? ARE.THEY
ALSO MADE OF WOOD?

*ARE THERE MORE WOODEN BEADS OR
MORE RED ONES? (Refer last to the
largest collection of single color
beads.), WHY?



If child says there are more
(red) than (wooden)

C.

If you think child is not

sure why there are logically
more wooden than red beads,
continue

If child says there are more
red... BEADS.

I KNOW THERE ARE MORE RED THAN
YELLOW, BUT ARE THERE MORE WOODEN
OR MORE RED BEADS?

WHY?

IF I TAKE ALL THE YELLOW BEADS AWAY,.
WHAT WILL BE LEFT?

WHAT WILL BE LEFT IF I TAKE ALL THE
WOODEN BEADS AWAY?

*ARE THERE MORE WOODEN OR MORE RED
BEADS?

WHY?

MAKE A NECKLACE OUT OF THE WOODEN

If child does not put all the WOULD IT BE ALRIGHT TO PUT THESE
beads on the string (pointing to excluded beads) ON

THE-NECKLACE?

Take beads off the necklace

WHY? OR WHY NOT?

*IF I MAKE A NECKLACE OUT OF WOODEN
BEADS AND YOU MADE ONE° OUT OF THE
RED BEADS,* WHO WOULD HAVE THE LONG-

.-, .ER NECKLACE?

,

* C ass Inclusion Questions - we have used wooden beads as an example, but,
of course, these sort of questions can be asked substituting many other
kinds of materials.



Activity 5: Free Sorting (attribUte shapes) Adults

In this task you will administer a free sorting task to your partner.

Aftenmards, You'll switch roles.

MATERIALS:

Attribute blocks (See Appendix A

3 colors (red, blue, yellow)

2 sizes

o

5 shapes (triangles, circles, squares, rectangles, hexagons) colored

letters - mixed assortment with at least three of the attribute block

colors. There should be duplicates,of some letters, but not all.-

INSTRUCTIONS FORACTIVITY 5:

1.. Use Activity Form D

;

2. Record your partner's responses

3. Switch roles.

/ -

39
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Youv naMe:

ACTIVITY FORM D: Free Sorting (Attribute Blocks)
6

Date:

Child's Teacher:

rAild's name:

Child's 'agv:

To be used for Activities 5 and 9 (pages 39 A 63).

DO (CONDITIONS) SAY

Rut oucall the:sh4oes and lettersi WHAT DO I HAVE,HERE?
/in ai mixed order. .

If child asks about tfie.number of
piles

Record what child does.

66

THAT'5 RIGHT (shapes and letters).
I'D LIKE.YOU TO PUT TnaFTHER THINGS
THALAREALIKE.

.1

YOU CAN MAKE AS MANY L. IS FEW e'
YOU LIKE. BUT MAKE SURE THAT ALL
THE THINGS YOU PUT TOGETHER ARE
ALIKE OR SIMILAR IN SOME WAY.



Select a group; preferably one .

in which the members are not
all 'alike.

WHY DO HESE BELONG TOGETHER?

2

(Describe the contents of the HOW ARE THEY ALL ALIKE?
group you ask about.)

S.

IF CHILD IS ABLE TO FORM COLLECTIONS OR GROUPS OF SIMILAR "IHINGS, GO ON
TO ACTIVITY 6 -- FORM E: STRUCTURED SORTING.



Activity 6: Structured Sortin9 (attribute shapes) Adults

This activity is an extension of Activity 5. The purpose is to ac-
..

".quaint you witiihow people coordinate and some" with similaeities

and differences whenithey are askeeto combine groups.

WITERIALS:

Same as in Activity 5; plus three pieces of plain paper.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 6:

Same a. Activity 5. Use Activity Form E.

6 8
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ACTIVITY FORM L: Structured-Sorting (Attribute Blocks),

Your name: Child's name:

Date: age:

Child's-Teacher:

This form is to be used to complete Activities '6 and'9-(pages 43 & 63).

DO (CONDITIONS)

If-in'Activity 5 the rfld.
f_rmed alarge number-G:
-groups, have him/her com":
bine them.

or

(If the child formed only
a !ew groups in Activity 5
have him/her break them
into smaller groups.)

Record what child does.

When child is finished.

SAY

OUT SOME OF YOUR GROUPS TOGETHER. PUT
THE GROUPS THAT ARE THE SAME IN SOME
WAY TOGETHER.

or

(I WANT YOU TO MAKE MORE GROUPS, SMALL-
ER GROUPS. TAKE THESE GROUPS APART
AND MAKE A LOT OF SMALL GROUPS OF
TdINGSJHAT ARE THE SAME IN SOME WAY-.)

HOW ARE THEY ALL ALIKE?

6 9



Me$s.up all the shapes and
letters.: !Put out three .

pieces of/plper.

Record the three groups.

If child ea ily Aoes this,
ask for ano her way.

Record the ew groups.

I WANT YOU TO 'MAKE THREE DIFFERENT/
GROUPS OF THINGS - GROUPS YOU HAV N'T
MADE YET.

.

(If child already formed three g oups,
recall what they were and ask f r a
new, different classification.)

YOU CAN PUT YOUR GROUPS ON THE E PIECES
OF PAPER IF 'YOU WANT TO.

TRY TO THINK OF EVEN ANOTHER WAY YOU
MULD FORM THREE GROUPS!

7 0



WATCHING A VIDEOTAPE

In this section of Chapter. 2, you mdll view a videotape showing

'children four to eight years of age being interviewed on the same tasks

you did in Activities 4 - 6.

This tape was made at the Hillside Primary-School in Berkeley,

California, with the cooperation of the school, teachers, children and

their parents. The children were selected by their teacher, primarily

on the basis of their ability to cope with the tremendous confusion of

a video production and the stress of being filmed.

The youngest children were interviewed by their teacher, Daniel

Peletz. The six, seven and eight year olds were interviewed by someone

they had just met. There was no rehearsing and no retakes. Despite the

presence of strangers, the physical discomfort and chaos, and the general

unamiliarity of the situation, the children were able to concentrate on

the\, tasks were seriously involved, interested and., on the whole, enjoyed

themselves. This i lustrates the mental power that children of any age

bring to bear on a ivities that tap their intellect and reasoning. "While

the.raw footage wal edited for clarit,y,andthe restrictions of a 30 minute

show, what you sber-i-s an honest and accurate portrayal of children active-

ly reasoning about classes.
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Activity 7: Viewing the Videotape The Development of Classification.

INSTRUCTIONS FORACTIVITY 7:

1. Review the following outline of the tape:

Child Age Stage ---- Problem

1

Ian 4 Pre-ciinceptual Bea&

Ryan 8 Concrete-operational Bead

Darrilyn 4 Pre-conceptual
I

Beads
_

Ian 4 Pre-conceptual Free sorting

Darrilyn 4 Pre-conceptual
. ,

Free sorting

Miles 6 Intuitive Free sorting
Structured sorting

Ryan 8 Concrete-operational Free sorting
.

Structured sorting

SUMMARY

2. Look for how Ian, Darrilyn, and Miles handle the tasks differentb

thantradults. Look for similarities as well.

3. took-for how Ryan's performance is similar to that of adults, as

well as different.

(You dm use the transcript of the tape - Appendix B - to make

notes on the film.)

7 2
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INTERVIEWING CHILDREN

In this section of Chapter 2, we'll discuss a number of issues that

will help9you prepare to interview-childreiCiin the tasks you saw/in-the

--videotape.

Do's and Don'ts of Interviewing

1. It is important that you enter the interview with the right atti-
,

tude. /This should be a curiosity about.how children classify,and.

a willingness to explore ways of finding out. Do not.be concerned

with whether or not children have the "right" answers. There are

no "wrong': answers to-these txpes of tasks. If given the oppor-

tunity, children will do as well as they can; and the object is

to gairk more insight into how children reason by seeing how they

think about class relations.

e
A typical mistake of/beginning interviewers is to try to get

the best, most advancedIresponse from the child. This is under-

standable, but it inevit4bly,resUlts in hounding the child, making

instructions too complex, and generally, communicating to the child

that you want something s/he is not giving you, that there is

something wrong with his/her thinking. It's better to go slow and

let the child take the *ad with as little interference from you

- as possible. The child's reasonillOs sensitive and personal and

)4ou should maintain a respect for it throughout the interview..
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2. Present the classification qaterials to the child in a natural

manner, sayiJ!a_somethilag-4-fke-,--'Telr-S-Work with these for a while,"

cr ": haw, some things I want you to do with these." The tasks

will generally.strike children Ps natural and reasonable. In one

form or another, children naturally engage in classification from

birth on. Rather than providing a lot of explanations, just get

going.

3. Remain as flexible as possible.throughout the interview. If the

child does not immediately respond to your questions, wait and

ask again. If the child does not do what yoU ask, let him/her

fOol around a bit. The child matneed some time to feel comfort-

/able with the materials. If the child comments on things, even

if they do not relate to the task, listen and respond to what is

said. When you feel that the child is drifting from the focus,

remind him/her-of what you want. The experience itself should be

pleasurable for you and the child. If you feel uncomfortable, or

the child is feeling anxious and uncomfortable,-then it is best to

discontinue the interview. If the child gives any indication of

wanting to quit, respect Vis need.

4. Try not to be anxious with yourself or tfie child. You can and

wilI make "mistakes," fail_to ask the "right" questions, misbnder-

stand the child,and so on. It takes experience to become a good

interviewer. You will have to Take mistakes to learn. So don't-

If yOu worry, you'.11 probably worry the child as

well. Children like to share their thoughts'with adults-if adults

seeminterested and respectful;

50,
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5. Remember, you are the adult, it's yoUr interview and you're in

control. Be clear to the child about what you want. If you let

the child "take Over," s/he will do whatever strikes his/her fancy

and.you will have learned little. For example, if the child starts

using a block as a toy car,Ariving it around the table, you can

say, "You can play cars after we've finished, but now I want you

to..." If the child persists; end the interview. You can always

return to it when conditions are better.

6. The language you use is important.

When asking a child to sort, say: "I want you to pot together

ones that are alike, that are the same in some way." If you

say "Put together things that belong together or go together,"

the child is more likely to mitunderstand.and form graphic

collections.

When you want a child to do something, state what you want,

e.g., "Put your piles more together," If you say "could

you..." or "would you..." it is less clear to the child what

you wAnt.

Be as $.imple a-A concrete in your language as you can. It s

hard for the child to understand Oomplex insturctions. For

example, "Put your groups more together," may actually communi-

cate more directly than the logical expression, "Make less_

--piles-." You might ask a child to "Combine your groups so that

there are only some groups."

ir
Do not solve the task for the child by telling him/her how or

on what basis you want them to sort. For exampTe, don't say,

"Put all the same color shapes together" or (holding up an
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object) "What is this? Can you find more of these and put them

together?" You're interested in the properties that the child

uses to sort and how s/he uses them, so don't determine these

issues for the child.

7. When objects still remain affer the child has presumably finished

sorting, guide him/her to sort further "with questions such:as, "Is

everything where it belongs?" "How'about these?" pointing to the -

remaining group. "Are these supposed to stay by themselves?" If

the child answers,'"Yes," then ask something 1ike, "Would it be:

all right to put them with these?". (indicating-an appropriate group

Ifthe chitd says "They should not stay by themselves," ask "Then

'what will you do with them?" "Where Will yoU put themf" "Where'

do they fit in best?"

The Form of the Interview

A good interview is not the result of following a prescribed procedure

_
word for word,or being 0.at'followinq a set of instruCtions. A good in-

terview results from being attentive to what the child is doing, how s/he .

is understanding your instructions, and from fOrming "educated guesses":

about why the' chilti is doing one,thing or another. Your development_as an
.

interviewer depends upon-yOur concern for exploring the child's thinking,

your clarity about what you are looking for, and your ability to invent

questions "on the spot" that help you get a clear picture of the child's

thinking. This skill takes time and practice:
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1. Class inclusion task
/

a
The ideal procedures for this task are presented on Form C.

Use this form while you are interviewing the child. For your

first few interviews you should-follow it as closely as possible.

After some practice, you can work Without it.

The-general character of the procedure is this:

a. Make sure the child *nows how all the objects are the

same (wooden) and how they are different (red and yellow).

b. Ask the inclusion question, e.g., "Are there more wooden

beads or more red beads?"

10 wooden beads

more red beads few yellow beads

There are a number cif points about this question. First,

it asks for a comparison between the tqtal group (wooden)

and the largest subgroup (red). When phrasing the ques-

tion, the name Of tile total group (woolen) comes first
__

Thisis becatIse-when children are unsure, they often give
.

.

ithe 1 Jione njyour question as their answer.

c. If tr child answJs correctly, explore the child's rea-
a

soning. "Why is that the case?"

d. If the child fails to express an understanding of the

class relations, then continue to see if the child knows

that if the red beads are taken away, the yellow ones

will be left; if the yellow ones are taken, the reds will

53
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remain; and if the wooden beads are taken, nothing will

remain.

If the child can answer these questionscorrettlY, then

ask the inclusion question again.-
a

2.
§2rtirlLas-Lcs.

The.ideal procedure for sorting tasks is presented on FORMS D and

E... If 'the child(handles "free'sorting" reasonably well, you can

go on o "structured sorting."

:Try to follow.the outline as presented on FORMS.D and E.

However, kee0 in mind that on these tasks particularly, the child

is liable to .exert his/her own will and you will have.to be able

to modify Your approach...The main points to explore are these;

a. See how the child handles similarities and differences

'among the properties when asked to sort the objects into

classes (grOups).

b. See if the child understands that the same_objects-have----

maq-Common properties upon which they can be sorted:

This is what is being explored when you ask children to

-combine groups, break groups into subgroups, and sort

the same objects in a number of.different ymys.

Additional Ways of Finding.Out

1. Class inclusion task

In general, any task that.gets at the .child's reasoning, about two

classesthat are similar and at the same time different from each

other is getting at the child's understanding of class inclusion

relations. Ask*Ing about which class has more members in it, the

class to which both belong,_or the largest of the two subclasses

54
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is .one way of assessing the child's understanding. This,type of

problem-can be created for a countless range .of issues and mater-

\

ials, e.g.; "more cars- or more two-door cars?" "Rime flowers or

more roses?". more animalS or more farm animals?" and so on. It

Should be kept in mind that the issue of class inclusion is in-

volved in all hierarchical classifications, i.e., all classifica-

tions where some classes are contained in other classes. For ex-

ample,,the following tree .diagram is of ,aohierarchical classifiCa-

tion in which there are a number.of inclusiom.relationsi

4

Human Movement

Dances

Folk

Polka Mexican
hat

Other

--
"Formal
.EUropean

//t
Fox. Waltz
trot

Other-

Qymnastic Other

2. Sorting tasks

The following are some additional ways that you can explore the

child's classification:

a. You can start a classification and-have the chfld complete it.

For example, put a red square and a red triangle in one pile

and a yellow circle and a yellow triangle in another. Say

something like "I'm going to put these together. You put on

some more things .that are like all the things in my pile."
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b. If you're unsure wh the child hais put, some things together,

you can-introduce a'new shape (or objeCt) that you think will

belong-Or not belong in some of the child's groups. "Here's

Y

a new shape (object, 'etc.). Put this one where it belOngs,"

For example, a child mdy have a group of red objects and A

\

______---groupOT-circles, some of which are red, You might introduce

. another red circle to see where the child puts it.

Increa ing and.Decreasin% the Task Difficulty

,Th purpose is hot 'to make the task "easy" so that the child gets the

"right" nswer-,-,-bui:rather., to keep.the task At a level where the child

feelsicomcortable dealing with it. Experiente will be your best guide to_

what children of various ages can handle.

As a ough guide, consider that the sorting tasks I(as presented in

r

FORMS D.anCE) are roughly sequential. That is, there Area number of'

steps. If tie child is doing all xightwith Step;1, then move on to Step
i. -i E. 1 ,/

2 abd so for4. If.the child is- having difficulty, don't move on to mpre

I

1

1

diffiCultquestions. I

I
I

.

In the sorting tasks, you can Simplify thihgs by uSing a.less coMpleX

set and/or a Sii\aller number
,
of materials to be Sorted. RFor examplej elim-

.

i
.1

inAti.ng simplifies the problem...Likewise, yOujcan -reduCe the number of

\

s apes (e.g., eliminating all the 'flthin" shapes.) You can increaSe the:

ifficulty by.increasing the nUMbb-r-Of objects to beclaSsified,. and/or

. J,
Ay increasing thetnumber-of properties on'which the objeCts can be:classed,

I

V, .
.. .. .- 1 ;

ihnd/or by adding very different things-that are_also similar, such as

JcolOred letters and shapes.
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Activity 8: Class inclusion Tasks with Children

s ,

e

In this activity you wiThinterview two ehildren between the ages of
/

-foumand eight on a class inclusion taik. You should use FORM C as a
, 7

guide. ihe purpose of the activity is to assess children's class rea-

sonipg. After the interview you will sharemith adults what-you-did

and what the child did.

1

MATERIALS:

10 Wooden beads (eight of. one color and two of another ); string on

which the beads can be easily strung

;

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 8:

1. 'Follow the instructions on FORN C.

2. Record any additional information that will help you share with

\others what you did and what the child did. Pay attention to ways

in which you felt the interview went well and not so well.



ACTIVITY FORM C: Inclusion Pi.oblems

Your name: N, Child's name:

Date: Child's age':

Child't Teacher: i

This form is lito be used tO complete Activities 4 and 8 (pages 35 & 57).

DO (CONDITIONS) SAY

Present the beads all on a WHAT ARE THESE'? WHAT DO YOU CALL
necklace. THEM?

, '

Have child take necklace
apart.

L.

WHAT ARE THEY MADE,OF?

k,

ARE THEY ALL MADE OF NOM
\

I

- -

k
. ....I

.-HOWMANY WOODEN 1..A.D.S.ARE THERE?.

HOW MANY RED pisiEs-.!

\

ARE THE RED ONES ALSO MADE OF yam?
.

\

HOW ABOUT THE YELLOW ONES? ARE THEY
ALSOMADE OF. WOOD?

MRE THERE MORE WOODEN BEADS OR
MORE RED ONES? (Refer last to the
largest collection of single color
beads.) WHY? -



If child says there are more
1--red) than (wooden)

'If you think child is-noilt

sure why there are logically
more wooden than red beads,
continue

If child says tpere are more
red..,

If child does. not put all the
beadS on the string

Take beads off :the necklace.

I KNOW THERE ARE. MORE RED THAN
YELLOW, BUT ARE THER MORE WOODEN
OR MORE RED BEADS?

.WHY?

.1

IF I TAKE ALL THE YELLOW BEADS AWAY
WHAT WILL BE LEFT?'

. WHAT.WILL BE LEr IF I TAKE.ALL THE
WOODEN BEADS

/*ARE THERE MORE WOODEN OR MORE'RED'
BEADS?

WHY?

MAKE A NECKLACE OUT.OF THE WOODEN
.BEADST

WOULD IT BE ALRIGHT TO PUT THESE
(pointing to excluded beads) ON
THE NECKLACE?

WHY? OR'WHY_NOT?.

*IF I MAKE A NECKLACE OUT OF°WOODEM
BEADS AND YOU MADE ON't OUT OF THt
RED BEADS,VHO WOULD HAVE THE LONG-
ER NECKLACE?

* C ass Inclusion Questions - we_have_usedwoodenb-60§-as an example, but,
of-course, these sort-of questions can be a:Iked substituting many uther
kinds of materials.



Your.name:

-Date:

Child's Teacher::

ACTIVITY
\

FORM C: Problems

Chfld's name:

Chilc

This form is
I

to be used to\complete Activities 4 an 8 (page p5 & 57).

)

DO:(CO.I.:ATIONS) SAY

Present the beads all on a WHAT ARETHESE? WHAT,DO YO' CALL
necklace.2, THEM? '/

Have child take necklace
apart.

WHAT ARE THEY MADE OF?
-------

ARE THEY ALL MADE OF WOOD?

.HOW MANY WOODEN BEADS ARE THERE?

HOW MO RED ONES?

ARE THE RED ONES ALSO MADE-0F WOOD?

HOW ABOUT THE YELLOW ONES? ARE THEY
ALSO MADE OF WOOD?

' *ARE THERE MORE WOODEN BEADS OR
MORE RED ONES? (Refer last to the,
largest collection of single color
beads.) WHY?

8 4



If child says there are more f KNOW THERE ARE MORE RED THAN
(red) than (wooden) YELLOW, BUT ARE THERE MORE WOODEN

OR MORE RED BEADS?

.If you think child is not

sure why there are logically
more wooden than red beads,
continue

If child says there are more
red...

If child does not put all the
beads nn the string

Take beads off the necklace

WHY?

IF I TAKE ALL THE YELLOW BEADS AWAY,
-WHAT WILL BE LEFT?

WHAT WILL BE LEFT IF I TAKE ALL THE
WOODEN BEADS.AWAY?

*ARE THERE MORE.WOODEN OR MORE RED
BEADS?

WHY

MAKE A NECKLACE OUT OF THE WOODEN
BEADS.

WOULD IT BE ALRIGHT -0 PUT THESE
(pointing to.excluded beads) ON
THE NECKLACE?

WHY? OR WHY"NOT?

*IF I MAKEA NECKLACE OUT OF WOODEN
BEADS AND YOU MADE ONE OUT OF THE
RED BEADS, WHO WOULD HAVE THE LONG-
ER NECKLACE?

* Class Inclusion Questions - we have used wooden beads as an example, but,

of course, these sort of questions can be asked substituting many other

kinds of material,s.
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Activity -9: Sorting Tasks with Children

In this activity you will interview two children between fobr and

eight years of age on a sorting task.. If possible, they should be the

same children you interviewed im Activity 8.

MATERIALS:

Attribute block (see Appendix A)
.

--3-colors-tred, .blue, yellow,

2 thicknesses

5 shapes (triangles, circles, squares, rectangles) hexagons) Colored

letters - mixed assortment with at,least three of the attribute block

colors. There should be duplicates of some letters, but not all.

0 Simplify the materials for four and five year olds.

/\INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACIIVITY 9:

1. Follow the procedures on FORMS D and E. Do those ol FORM D first.

If the child is able to form classes of similar thing::, go on to

FORM E.

2. Keep an accurate record of the actual materials used, what you

did (said) and what the child did (said). Draw or descriM thn

actual groups formed by the child.

8 6
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Your name:

Date:

ACTZVITY FORM 0: Free Sorting (Attribute Blocks)

Chiiu's Teacher:

Child's name:

Child's age:

4

To be used for Activities 5 and 9 (pages 39 & 63).

DO (CONDITIONS) SAY

Put out all the shapes and letters
in a mixed order.

WHAT DO I HAVE HERE?

THAT'S RIGHT (shapes and letters).
I'D LIKE YOU TO PUT TOGETHER THINGS
THAT ARE ALIKE.

If child asks about the number of YOU CAN MAKE AS MANY OR AS FEW AS
..piles YOU LIKE. BUT MAKE SURE THAT ALL

THE THINGS YOU PUT TOGETHER ARE
ALIKE OR SIMILAR IN SOME WAY.

Record what child does.

8 7



Select a group; preferably one
in which the members are not
all alikp.

WHY DO THESE BELONG TOGETHER?

_

(Describe the contents of '' HOW ARE THEY ALL ALIKE?

grouP you ask about.)

IF CHILD IS ABLE TO FORM COLLECTIONS OR GROUPS OF SIMILAR THINGS, GO ON
TO ACTIVITY 6 -- FORd E: STRUCTURED SORTING.
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ACTIVITY FORI*D: Free Sorting (Attribute Blocks)

Your name:' Chila's name:

Date: Child's age:

Child's Teach-er:

To be used for ACtivities 5 and 9 (pages 39 & 63).

DO (CONDITIONS)

Put out all the shapes and letters
in'a mixed order.

, .

If Asks abOut the number of
piles

Recore whct Jlild does.

8 9

SAY

WHAT. Dill HAVE HERE?

THAT'S RIGHT (shapes and letters).
I'D LIKE YOU TO PUT TOGETHER THINGS
THAT ARE ALIKE.

YOU CAN MAKE AS MANY OR AS FEW AS
YOU LIK.E. BUTNAKE SURE THAT ALL
THE THINGS YOU PUT TOGETHER ARE
ALIKE OR SIMILAR IN SOME WAY.



Select a group; preferably one
in which the members are not
all alit('

WHY DO THESEBELONG TOGETHER?

(Describe the contents of the HOW ARE THEY ALL ALIKE?
group you ask about.)

IF CHILD IS ABLE TO FORM COLLECTIONS OR GROUPS OF SIMILAR THINGS, GO ON
TO ACTIVITY 6 -- FORM E: STRUCTUREP SORTING.
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xj.s. Se I 1,1%. Ug.1 I GU ..11.11 buIIj rL..1IIJUC I Lit...Kb J

Your name: Child's name:

Date: Child's age:

Child's Teacher:

This form is to be used to complete Activities.6 and 9 (pages 43 & 63).

DO (CONDITIONS)

If in Activity 5 the child
formed a large number of
groups, have him/her com-
bine them.

or

(If the child formed only
a few groups in Activity 5
have him/her 'break them
into smaller groups.);

Record what child does.

When child is finisiled.

SAY

PUT SOME OF YOUR GROUPS TOGETHER. PUT
THE GROUPS THAT ARE THE SAME IN SOME
WAY TOGETHER.

or

WANT YOU TO MAKE MORE GROUPS, SMALL-
/ER GROUPS. TAKE THESE GROUPS APART
AND MAKE A LOT OF SMALL' GROUPS OF
.THINGS THAT ARE THE SAFE IN SOME WAY.)

HOW ARE THEY ALL ALIKE?
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Mess up all the shapes and I WANT.YOU TO MAKE THREE DIFFEREN1
letters. Put out three GROUPS OF THINGS - GROUPS YOU HAVEN'T
pieces of paper. -MADE YET.

(If child already formed three groups,
recall what they were and ask for a
new, different classification.)

Record the three groups, -YOU-CAN Pdf-YOUR GROUPS ON THESE PIECES.
OF PAPER IF YOU WANT' TO.

If child easily does thts, TRY TO THINK OF.EVEN ANOTHER IlAY YOU
ask for another way. coup FORM THREE GROUPS..

Record the new groups.



ACTIVITY FORM E: Structured Sorting (Attribute Blocks)

Your name:

e:

Child's Teacher: %

Child's name:

Child's age:

This forM\is to be used to complete Activities 6 and 9 (pages 43 A 63)-

DO (CONDITIONS) -

If in Activi 5 .the_child
formed a large number of
groups, have hfm/her com-
bine.them.'a

or

(If the child formed only
a few groups in Activity 5
have him/her break them
into smaller groups.)-
Record what child does.

When child is finished.

SAY

PUT SOME OF YOUR GROUPS TOGETHER. 'PUT
THE GROUPS THAT ARE THE SAME IN SOME \
WAY TOGETHER.

or

(I WANT YOU TO MAKE MORE GROUPS, SMALL-
ER GROUPS. TAKE THESE GROUPS APART
AND MAKE A LOT OF SMALL GROUPS OF
THINGS THAT ARE THE SAME IN SOME WAY.)

_

HOW ARE THEY ALL ALIKE?



Mess Up all the shapes and
letters. Put out three

,pieces of paper.

Recyril the three groups.
o'

If child easily does this,
ask for another way.

Record the new groups.

I WANT Yr TO MAKE THREE DIFFERENT
GROUPS 0 ,THINGS - GROUPS YOU HAVIN'T
MADE YET.
(If child already formed three groups,
recall what they were and ask for la
ne,q, different classification.) ,

YOU CAN PUT YOUR'GROUPS ON THESE PIECES"'
OF PAPER IF YOU WANT TO.

TRY TO THINK'OF,EVEN ANOTHER, WAY YOU
COULD FORM THREE-GROUPS.



FOLLOW-UP.Tb ACTIVITIES 8 amd 9

,The best follow-up to these activities with children is for you to

discuss with other adults what you did and observed.

The following provides some f-Odal points Gf,your discussion:

1. Recall whai you dld, asked the child to do, and what the child

did.

2. In what s dict the interview go well? ,1

3. In what ways did if not go well?

4. If there were problems or misunderstandings, how co0d you

make the intervidw better if you did it again?

/How was the chila's performance similar to or different from

how you would sOve the prOblem?

How do you think alyounger or older child 'flight deal, with the

task?

9 5
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CHAPTER 3
ASSESSING STAGES-0,-CLASSIFICATION

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF 'CLASSIFICATION--

,If you saw a four ,ye o 1 d child placing three blue trilgles together,
r

lcyou might think, "Th, ti... classifying in the same-Way I'would." The

child is classifying\i' L Jably not in the same way an adult or, fOr '

that matter, a conCre`te-cper.Lional 'child would. The younger child class-

ifies differently. To k'n-:,w the actual nature e a child's reasoning abouti;

similarities and dif-F0-.-.:lices requires more than observing that simir

th.ings--are sometirnEs' placed with/each other. A child's handling of any
I

-one!task may,product results that look like something they aren't. To ex-
,

p_lore a child's class reasoning requires understanding the nature of class

structures during Various stages of development and knoWing how to adMin-

ister tasks that tap the child's use 'of.these structures.

As ,adults_, recogniZe that different objects may share similar _prop-

ert'es-and, at The same time,--Ildve, properties on which they differ; young

children do not underStand this dittinction. This is clarly revealed in a
I

class inclusion problnzo.Lterms of-material, red and yelloW wOoden beads

share the same property,1 In terms of 'color 'they don't. It loOcally fol-
lows that there are more woOden than red objects. One does not 6ave to

courit the beads to knOW this.--Itis-/known With the Same certatinty that we

know there are more children than-girls-,--e-r-mare-flowers than roSes..

75
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Stmilar

-__Red__(wooden beads) Yellow_(wooden-beads)

This kind f reasoning indicates an understanding of class relationS,, aft

ability to consistently coordinate the relationships among 6jeas and-their,

properties, °and coordination of the concepts "all" and "some" (all of the

red.beads are onlY some of the wooden beads). The young child does not-co--

ordinate intension and extension in this, way.

THE PRE-CONCEPTUAL STAGE-- GRAPHIC COLLECTIONS (GENERALLY 2-5 fEARS OF AGE)

RE-READ PAGES llTHROUGH 14.

It is hard for the beginner to see what is common to the classifica-

.

tion of children in this period. We have already 'pointed out some of the

main characteristic§:

1. A class for the pre-conceptual child iS always a visual.whole.

2. Few of the classes formed by the child share similar properties.
^

3. When there are similar properties (a class intension), there

usually are objects sharing that property that are not included

in the class, and there are geherally still concerns for ar-

rangement.

Association-plays anyimportant role in the pre-conceptual child's

collections,. S/he will put together objects that look either similar or

familiar together. Tfie child may experiment.or accidentally diiCover a

pattern, construction Or combination that appeals to him/her. S/he. then_
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often'repeats these patterns.

Matchipg

One_of_the_commonest_forms-of early-cliss-ification7is simply-the-plac=

ing together of two thtngs that match or resemble each other. The objects

are usually.placed in a Straight line.

Ti
If the child is asked tO put more-things with one of the groups, s/he

generally_Adds_something thet matches some properties of the existing group,

but not,necessarily the property shared by all the members of the group.

The motivation is usually simple association of a property, that some item

outside the group shares with an-element in the group. .'gain the arrange-

ment is often linear.

When a number of objects become involved, theigroup_ s called a "linear

arrangement."
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The child often attempts tcr organize the linear arrangement so that

there is a symmetrical (balanced) oattern.,

Often things are put together because the 'child can.do the same thing

with them. For'example, the child may find that a triangle can be put on

its edge. Being pleased with. the.result, the child may continue to pl-ce

triangles on their edges in close proximity to each other, forming.some-

thing that looks like a "tent village."

Complex Constructioris

Children in this.period will often do ihings.such as the tent village;

at other times they might form "olljects" built out-of the bTocks. Some of

these "objects" may simply be.pleasing forms, usually with symmetry.

9 9
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Some may be stacked constructions.

The pre7conceptual child aften.forms a number of similar looking piles

as if s'lhe understood the-instructions to be "Make piles that look theSEme."

In other cases, the child may Use a largejhumber of objects to form

one large picture.
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So far we have,talked about graphic collections :using blockswhich, by

/ their very nature,call for constructions.such as towers, patterns, etc.

What happens when you use objects that are more representative of the world

the child lives in?

If you dnterviewed a four or five year old in the picture soking ac-
S

ttvity (Activity.3), you probably have'already experienced the answer. And

the videotape you sawMiles using miniature representational objects

(e.g., furniture, utensils, people, animals). Let's examine some of the

additional characteristics Of graphic reatoning.

At this stage, the associations among objects in the child's life be-

come dominant. Six year old Miles, in the intuitive stage, is quite capable

of hand-ling stmilarities and differences. He shoWed this by forming.a num-

ber;of classes Such asi"people," "animals," "plates," "silverware," "glasses,"

"tables," "chairs," "cribs." But-when asked to performthe more difficult

task of combining groups, he put together the table, chairs, eating utensils,

and the people to form a complex table scene. It was a natural solution to

the problem suggested, no doubt, by the anticipation of an actual Thanks-
.

giving dinner,on the following day. His table .sCene was a graphic collec-

tion However, With a little-probing, tha-t-he-eeu-1-d---go--beyond

graphic collections,. The table idea simply appealed,to his "mind's eye."

Ryan, who_is eight, also formed.graphic collections in.the form of'

words, putttng together letters tharare strongly atsociated with each

other. However, Ryan was'even.. more capable than Mlles of switching focus
,

and considering the similarities and differences within and among proper-

ties of Objects.
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The pre-conceptual child, on.the'other hand, puts together represen-
.

tational objects that find their associations in play, in_the.world, in fan-

tasy,..in desire, etc. No amount of questioning or prbbing will elicitaset

of classes like the ones Miles and Ryan are able to form. The pre-

conceptual child simply does not yet reason in this way.

The thing that is common to ell of these graphic performances is

the production of representational images. In some,cases, it's a repre-

sentAtign of patterns,,syMmetries, similar looking towers, etc. In

other cases, it is a representation of the child's understandings'about

the world. Puttes go with women; chairs, tables, people, silverware,

etc:, go together to make a Thanksgiving scene. Letters go together to

Niwake a word._ It is-the child'.s creation of representational images of 0,
1.

"visual wholes that justifies the Use of the term'"graphic" to describe
.

the classifi,EatiOns of the pre-coneptual,child.-

How Do the Graphic Collections Relate to the Pre-Conceptual

Inability to Correctly Reason About Class Inclusion Problems?

To solve the inclusion problem, one must beable to "keep ief. Mind"

three separate classes an'd the relationstips among these classeS. he

child must conSider the red .1,,,moden beads, the wooden beads that are not

--red, and the woodeg beads. By four gr five, most childrevcan consider

these single clasies.
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They know:

That all the beads are wooden;

tr

wooden

_and that there are red wooden beads and yellow wooden beade.

yellow beads red beads ,

What they don't know is that there are necessarily more wooden than

red beads. The reason is that the pre-conceptual child cannot compare the

class that is composed of the red and yellow bead_s_twoo4pm-nnes4_anci-et

the same time, consider one of the subclasses (red) that participates in

forming the class.,to which it and the othe' class belong.

The chld's conception of the des's "Wooden beads" is still a visual

picture, i.e., it is graphic. In the film, we called it a "spatial whole:"

Wfien asked to consider'a part of picture, the ch.ild can no Tonger keep

in mind the total picture and thus compares its parts o each otherrather

than .a,part to the whole. As we say in the film, the uhild's mental plc-
,

ture.of the whole is broken ihto parts when asked to consider ,a part (red ).

'As a'result,' the whole (wooden) no longer-ex-Ms, and the child comPares

. 82,
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_the class of red to the class of yellow beads.

.It is generally not until five years of age that children understand

_that all the red beads are wooden, that all the yellow beads are wooden,

that the red are only some of the wooden beads, and that the yellow are

only some of the wooden beads. Likewise, it is not until then that a child

can reason that if all the red.ones are removed the yellow will remain,

that if all the wooden are removed, none will remain, and so forth. How-

-
ever, when these relationlare first understood, they are not yet coordin-

ated with one another. As a result, the child fails to recognize, that

there are necessirily less red than-wooden beads or that:all the red beads

are only tome ofthe_wooden.beids.

In closing, we should'share one last but important observation-regard-

ing the classifications of the pre-conceptual child. When asked to scirt a

variety of objects into groups sharing common properties, the pre-concept-

ual child seldom succeeds in classifying all the objects. Those Objects

that capture the child's attention and' interest, those that are,strongly

associated with one another,-are placed into groups. But the child of'

_____thisi-stage---i-s-notHthlenk-i-nli-ILA1-1---of-these-in this group are goins to766

L'Xs'." Nor does'.the child reason, "All'of these in this group are 'Xs'."

If such reasoning were taking place, there ymuld be some concern with

finding all of the "Xs." However, since children of this'stage=are consi-

dering associations between one object and another rather than similarities

and differences among properties.of objects, we typically see a failure"to

classify all "Of the objects. In addition, and for the tame reasons, the

pre-conceptual child has difficulty constructing a variety of classes that

are sufficient to incorporate all of the objects.
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THE INTUITIVE STAGE-- NON7GRAPHIC COLLECTIONS.
(GENERALLY 6-7 YEARS OF AGO%

RE-READ PAGES14THRpUOH 17 OF CHAPTER ONE.

We've already pointed out some impOrtant characteristics of the iniui-

tive child's daises. Of the following two, one reflects development from
17.

the pre-conceptual stage and the.other indicates less complete clast forma-

tion than that seen in the concrete-operational stage.

(+)1. The child Outs together thing's that share common properties.

That is, s/he forms classes with a class-intension. The whole

(class) is,n0 longer tied to a graphic tOnception or "visual

:
whole."

(-)2: The intuitive child fails to coordinate intension and extension.
.

As, for example, when the child forms a class of things sharing

'solie common-property, but.excludes other things even though they

share the same property.

Piaget calls the classes of this stage,"non-graph4c collections.".

They are -called "collections," rather than "classes," because "true classee

require an ability totOordinate relations of-all and some with similari7

tiet and differences among properties of objects., whith the intuitive child

is not yet able,to do. :The intuitive-chfld's clasSes', then, are. no Mo're

than collections of th'ings 4at are al:ike:

1 0 7)
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Let's exam4e why "frue class4" require this coordination of class

relations. If you form a.collection of things that a're similar in some way,'

then you also mentally imply a class yf things that do not belong. This

class is called thei"Cemplement class. " It is impossible to'have a -grcpp

orthings that one kntws to te similar without knowing 'how,at the sime'

time,all are-in some way different from everything else that Was consid-.

ered in the:sorting. For example, if yob form a class Of "farm animals"

you automatically form a compAmentary class of things that are not farm

animals. As the mind forms the complementary class, it raises the ques-

tion, "What 4s)in the complementary class? Is it all the fhings.in the

world that areChotfarm animals (e.g., clowns, chairs, socks, light bulbs,

...,iheuses)?" I,R,.ather words,.what is the extension of this'class?

VThe. .protOrmlbecomes one of defining the intension and.corresponding

extenbn'of thb-Complementary class,or defining what is, the same about

all the tbings that it :Includes. One solution,,the one seen in the sort-

'-ing of most concrete-operational children and adults, is to define the

intension of the complement-An terms of a larger class to which both be-
. .

long, In terms of our eXimple, we might define the intension of the com-
.

plement as 'animals not found on the farm",(e.g., lions and crocodiles),

OA'

da

Animals
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I
rto n s found on a farm that are not animals"

Thin s found on the' farm

farm
animals

or, "domestic animals that are riot farm animals,i,

farm,

a9imals

.Domestic animals

a

Of course, you could also come up with% "flying:I:him. that are not farm

animals," #2

--Or even, "things'in the'universe that are not farm animals."

Thin s in th univers

farm-
/ animals
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That is, in order to form a single class, you automaticallY raise

problems that 6n only be decided by considering at least two other classes.
le

During the pre-conceOtqal stage there is virtually no.concern with the re-

làtion

'

between a'class and its complement and the higher order class that

defines'them both. By six years of age, on the other hand, children begin

to consider the relation between classes. This'is because by the intui-.

tive.,stage childrenocan form classes of things sharing a common property.

- However, the classes are,not well ,coordinated and only gradually beCome so.

By the concrete-operatiOnal stage here are the first systematic and

reversible coordinations. What is meant in his context by "reversible

is simply that the condrete-operatiOnal child..knowS both.that one class

.added to'another together make up a third class and 'that this relationship

can be reversed.' For example, thered and yellow beads add up to all the

wooden beads (A + = 8): the wooden beads that are not*red add up to all

.the yellow beads (B - A = A'); the wooden beads that are.not yell& are all

the red'beads.(8 A' = A). This it essentially the same kind of ,reversible

rea'soning.that allows us to know that if 5.-1; 3 = 8, then 8 - 5 =.3 and

7 8. 5. '

K

What, in essence, distinguishes the Intuitive and,pre-conceptual'from

the concrete-operational Child is that the latter is Capable of reasoning

about class'es while thinking reversibly about the properties of objeCts.

For example, the beaos,that are red and yellow are wooden(R + Y = W) and

the beads that are red are all the-wooden ones that are not yellow (R=W-Y).

:This is an inevitable and crucial step n the development of classification.

It is clear that with the-constraction of true classes, formed by a coor-

dination of similarities and differences, comes a parallel 'understandingiof

the relation between a class and its complement and'a class to which lioth'.
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belong;--a higher order class--; Although further developments are revealed

in the.thinking of adolescents and adults, this form of reasoning, this

coordination that enables flexible reversibility, is the basis:ofall

fut6re clasSificatiohs:

In toe film, we see some of_the difficulty that arises when this coor-

dination is lacking. 'Miles, who is six years of age, can put together ob-

jects 'that are siMilar. The fact that they.are vei-y-similar is iffiportant.

Theglasses,Clates,knives-,spoolis,chairs,crihs,etc.,are al.! regarded'

as separate classes. The problem surfaces when Miles is\asked to combine

some of his gro4s. "HOw are some of these small groups similar to each

other?" That is, what is:the class to which at least two of the groups

belong? To our adult mind, we can' think af ways in.:which, for example,

the table, Chairs', and cribs could be put together in a higher order class,

-such as the class of "furniture." As you see, Milet doe's oot dosthis, al-.

though he does 'understand the Eondept of,furniture.

Unle RYan,who is-in the concrete-operational stage-, Miles,lacks the '

mental flexibility that actompanies reyersible operations. He has diffi,-

-tulty anticipating where his actions will,lead him. When asked tad-Nide:

the utensils, cribs,, chairs, table into, two classes (put them on two. pieces.,

"»

of paper), hestirts by placing siMilar items on each of the pieces of

paper, as if saying "I've got part of.the,prablem solved because I've got

two cribs on one piece of paper and'four chairs on the other." 'But this°

doesn't work too well, and it precludes thinkirrg of,the class "furniture"

as a possible higher orAer class. Instead,,with quite a bit of suggestion

by the interviewer,-,Miles forms a class of things assocfaied-with eating

and a class of nearly identical cribs.

If Miles had given this.solution from the ,start, and it had not beed
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siltnangly suggested.-_by thes_intermiewerit_mould_be_difficult4a-distin

_Nish his reasoning fram that of a concrete-operational child, However,

"when welOok at the Whole of Miles performance, we tee the difficulty he-

has moving freely backAnd forth.between'higher"orderclasses and the

, classes they include. Thim;leads to difficulty anticipating the.end re-
.

sults of the Classes.he is forming, or in other words, coordinatim what

he has done with what he.is trying ta do. This is what distinguishes his

performance.from one that is,guided by the reversible mental Operations of

the concrete-operational stage.

THE CONCRETE-OPERATIONAL STAGE -- TRUE CLASSES (GENERACLY
BETWEEN 8-12 YEARS oF AGE)

RE-READ PAGES 17 THROUGH 20 OF CHAPTER ONE.

The simplest way to describe the classification of,the concrete-oper-

ational child is to say that with respect to the sortin9 of objects, his/

her claStification skills are similar to those of adults. They can'form,

true classes, reason about inclusion relations, at well as other types of,
4

class structures, moi.!efiack and forth Withfn clast hierarchies, anticipate

the result of beginning classifications-,'and so On.

In all these respects, the concrete-operational child is able to rea-s

0

son more systematically about classes than are pre-conceptual and jntui-

tive children. On the other hand, what distinguishes the' concrete-opera-

tional child from the adult is that these reasonings.are expressed more'

systematically when referring to cancrete objects, (things that can be

handled, looked at, etc.), than when referring to-words.
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This is the basis.for the term "concrete operations."- For example,

Ryan'knows that there are more wooden than red beads. As hiS argument, he

says that you can take the paint off the beads "and they'll be just 'Plain,'

wooden." This is a perfectly acceptable way of sayin6 that all the red

beads are only some of the wooden beads. Yet, in an interview not shown
,

in the film, Ryan claims that all eagles(are birds. When asked if there,

are more birds or eagles in the world, he says there are more birds'. This

is correct, but when asked to exp]ain, he says that this is 'o,because
6

there aren't mahy eagles in-Oakland. Inelfact, the issue has nothing to asp-7-
.0 with the number' of eagles, but with the fact that eagles are only some of -

the birds, With ohjects, Ryan call reasonathis out. With abstract verbal

references to classeS. he has difficUlty.-> -

'The difficulty that the concrete-operational child has with verbal,

as opporsed to concretd, feasoning may seem a simple distinction between a

child at this stage and an adult. This is 6ceptive, however, for the dis-
.

tinction lies in tin much more complex issue-Of how thought is organized.

The development clf classification skills is certainly-not,completed during

'the concrete-operational stage. The organization of class logic continueS

to develop, enabling an adult to answer a question-such as, "Are there

more things in the world that are not birds or that do not fly?' This is

logically more complex than the type of questirn that a concrete-opera-

tional child can answer. It-involves two types of reversibility'. However,

sincd these further issues of classification are outside the scope of Early

Childhood Education, we will leave their pursuit to your own curiosity,

11
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- somE CONCLUDING REMARKS.ON.STAGES OF CLASSIFICATION

.Thr4oudhout this unit we_have_focused.:On_three-stages of classification

found,in children.between four and.eightjears of age. We've alreadY in-

Aicated that some form Of classification is going on in children who are

younger and,that the organization-of cl'assification skills continues co

develop through-late adolescence.

Vile additional and important poj4 'should be made. Each of the stages

covers a relatively long period'of time: nre-conceptual stage frOetwo to

five years of age; intuitive stage five t .ven.years of age; concrete-

operational stage, eight o twelve years of age. By now you should be

familiar with some of the things th are common tb the classification

skills of chil&Tn within each stag. ,However, you shoUld also keep in

mind that there is progress made byichildren within stages as well. The

two year old pre-conceptual child, Tor example, is lesS 'zophisticated in

, -

his/her classification than is the ;five year old pre-conceptual _child. The

same holds for children within.all ;stages. In a sense; developMent is a

series of numerous changes, organiied around major changes in thinking.

The three stages covered in this unit, characteeize the.major changes.

Within each stage there are subtle; but observable, changes as well.
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LOOKING TTIRSTAGES OF CLASSIFICATION

Activity 10 Reviewing the Videotaim

In this activity you will review the videotape on classification. The

purpose of this activity is to explore in more detail the'distinction
e

between the,4class reasoning of the pre-conceptual, intuitive, and con-

,
crete-operational stages.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 10

1. 'View the videotape with the following 10 questions in"mind.

You nay want to stop the tape, re-wind, etc., to examine be--

haviors you're not sure of.

2. Use, Actimity Form F.

3. Discuss your observations with others so that everyone's insights

- c'an be shared.

4. You can use the transcript of the videotape o take notes (Appendix

B).

ht .
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ACTIVITY FORM F: Questions for Reviewing Classification Tape

Name:

Date:

To be used for Activity 10 (page 92).

\

1. What-are_some things:that-an ancL-Darrilyn do that. give thOmpression
that they can produce "true--classes?" -

./

*.4').
4

2. What evidence is there that Ian and Darrilyn are in the pre-conc ptual
stage of classificatjon?

p. What are some.of the things,that Miles does that give the impression
' that he is in.the pre-conceptual stage?

1 ,

What ar-e some of,the things that Miles does that give the impressioff
that he is in the concrete-operational stage?

. What As some Of the'evidence for placing'Miles in the intuitive stage?

/1
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6. What is one important mistake that the interviewer_makes-when-asking
PliTeTto sort the Objects onto the three pieces of paper?

7. How is the mtstake corrected?

8. What-are some things that Ryan does that give the impression _that he
- is in the pre-conceptual stage?'

9. What are some things that-Ryan does that givethe impression, that he
is in-the intuitive stage?

10, What evidence is there that Ryan is in thd concrete-operational stage?

94'
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F011.0141IE1OzACILVITY___1 0 :

Here are the,questions with possible answers:

1. What are some things that Ian and Darrilyn do that give the impression,
that they can produce "true classes?"

Ian and Darrilyn both put together:thimgs that_are_alike.

. ,.What evidence is there-that Ian and Darrilyn are in the pre-conceptual
.stage of classification?

Both ire concernecrwith appearance and spatial arrangements in
their.classes.

c,

Ih all cases, the intension and extension of the classes are not
coordinated.

Both believe that there are more red than wooden beads.

-____What are sdme of tLe things that Miles does that give the impression
that_he'is in the pre-conceptual stage2

---------
- -.:.

Miles-dheates grapihic collections (e.g.ç table scene_and the
symmetrical arrangement of babies).

He creates- classeS that lack-tntensiom (?e. . putting cribs and
glasses together).

.

4. What are some of thethirigs that Miles does-that give the impressiori
that he 4s in the concrete7operationaTstage?

Miles forms classes of things that are similar to each other and
coordinates intension and extension.

Miles combines the table, chairs, silverware, glas'ses )nto a
*higher order class "things that relate to eating,'

y.

5. What is some of the'evidence for placing Miles in the intUitive stage?

Miles has difficulty being able td 6dOrdinate the classes he has
formed with the task of combining objetts to make fewer classes.

The only classes Miles forms without a good amount of siuggestion
and prodding by the interviewer are ones in which the contents
are maximally similar, e.g.,-spoons together, knives together,
etc.
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6. What is one important mistake that the interyiewer makes when asking

.
Miles to sort the objects onto the three pieces of_paper?

'When Miles.is-originally asked to.sort the objects,onto three
pieces of paper, it is not made'clear that all:the objects
should .be sorted.

7. How isthe mistake corrected?

.

It is still possible to explOre,Miles' ability to combine groups
by adding another pieceof.paper and remoVing the chairs from
one of the first three pieces,of paper.

8. What are some things,that.Ryan- does that .give the impression that he

is'in the pre-conceptual stage?

Ryan uses the letters to create words. At one point, while
.cpmbining blue shapes, he inclUdes a ed square,

, What.are some things that Ryan does that give the impression that he

is in.the intuitive stage?:

In sorting the-letters,.Ryan does not coordinate intension and
extension., e.g, some letters are put together beCause they are
the same color, but riot all the letters of that color are placed
in that group. f

10. What eVidence is there that Ryan is in the concrete-operational stage?

- Ryan is able to consider the letters'as belonging to the classes

-
"red,' "blue" -and "yellow" and combine them with piles of similar

color shapes.

He breaks these color piles into classes of letters and shapes,

and the shapes are further divided into types of shapes, which

themselves are arranged according to size.

big

opo

color
;

shape / letter

-small

00ADEI
He is ab to correctly.reason about the red and yelloW bead

problem.
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Jle can reason about 41 class,and its complement and a class to
which both belong (A + A' = B).

shapes (B)

shapes people (A)
have heard of'

shapes people_haven't A'

heard of

Though We didn't ask,_we_can_assuMe that if we asked Ryan', "Are
. .

there more, shapes or more shapes that people have heard'of (A vs. B)?"

Ryan would.have said there are More shapes because.shapes people have

heard of are only some of the shapes.

e.zq,

1 1 8
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ActIvity_11:_Sharing-and-Assessing-Your Interviews

In this activity you wifl share with others what you did with chil-

dren in Activities 8 and 9 (pages 57 & 63). The purpose is to look
...

at what kinds-of evidence yod have for the child's stage of classif-

i cat-ionand 'to- consi der what addi tional informati on you_could_gat_to_____

help you decide.

0

MATERIALS

You will need_the objects you us'ed in interviewing children in Activi-

ties 8 and 9 and the record you kept (Forms C, D E) on children's

,performance.

INSTRUCTIONS-FOR ACTIVITY 11
c.

1 ,You and the other meMb_Ts of the group should arrange \to share at

least one of your interviews completed in Activity 8 (class. inclu-

sion) and Activity. 9 ,(sorting).-

,
When demonstrating to other members in .the group, use the actual

material you used with children and use'ActiFvity Forms C, D, and

--1E to remind you of what you did and how the child -responCed.

3. Discuss among each other what the evidence is that leads you to

believe that a given child is in one of the three stages discussed

in this unit.

4. Discuss 'the similarity and differences be,..ween children of the

same approximate age and those of different eges.

\
.5. Discuss how the interviews went well and not so\well.

6. Discuss what kind 'of information you now realize j$ou failed to get,

.and how you.might get this information next time you interview a

chi ld.
o



ActiliftV12: Demonstrating-ThiWatigea of-Ciatillication
.

In Activity 12 you will use the objects yoti started collecting

at the beginning of this unit on classification tb demonstrate

how a chtld Th. each of the three ifages mi§ht classily_the objeCts.

-.!
MATERIALS

_---,J
(1..4pe any materials you have collected e.g., miniature toys, leaves,

roCks. shells, buttons4-etc.f. .0

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 12

1. Work with a partner:

2. Arrange your collection of objects to form examples of:

a. graphic collections (pre-conceptual)

b. non-graphic collections (intuitive) ,t

c. concrete-operational classes.

Discuss with your partner how children of each stage wodld reason

about the classes and how they would respond to instructions to

-combine groups into larger groups or break larger groups intb

smaller groups.
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FOLLOW-UP TO ACTIVITY 12: 4

By this point you have gained a good unde rstanding of some-of the

problems and tasks used to-e4lore the elild's understanding of classif-

ication. Furthermore, yoti have learned to-recognize behaviors that reveal

-

the character of the child's underttanding. In the'followirw eiction we

briefly summ'arize the main things,to look for in classification tasks. For

any of_the forms listed on the following pages you shoruld bepable to ap-

swer_all of'the accompanying questionsAf ypu've dore the interviewS cor-

rectly and if you'Are kept re-Cords of-the appropriate behaviors.

We've presented the forms ind their related qdestions in a w4Y that

should be useful for keeping records on individual children. ThOame,

sort of questions can be applied to any classlfiCation task you may wish

to use. In the last section of Chapter 3 "Op-going Assessment," we'll

discuss"the use and importance of records in assessing a child's develop-
.,

ment.

au
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-CHILD RECORD: CLASS INCOSION

Your name - Child's name

Date, .

Child's age

Name of child's teacher

a

.1

,

-

To be Uted as a record of child's performance on a class inclusion task.

Does the child understand the nature ,pf the materials?

"

That all the materials are made of the same thing; firithis case

mood? Yes No
.0

That some-of the materials are'red-and some yellowl Yes No,,'

Does the child understand ample class relations?

That if all the yellows are taken.away, the reds will remain?

Yes .z No

L That if all the reds are taken away, the yellais will,remAin?

Yes No

. Jhat,tnere are mOre red beads.than yellow? °Yes, No

That if the wooden es are-taken dway, nothing will remain?

-Yes :No

--Does:the child understand class inclu sion relatiOns?

That there are gore wooden beads than red beads? Yes No

--That the red beads are only some of the wooden beads? Yes No

That a-neckiace made'Out of all the wooden beads would inclbde the

red beads? Yes No

Tnat,a-necklace made-of WOoden beads would be longer than.one made

of red beads? Yes No.



What stage do you think theAlild.is . Which other stage is the child
close to?,

0 Pre-conceptual

Intuitive

Concrete-operational /

-
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CHILD RECORD; FREE SORTING

Your name Child's name

"Date Child s age

Name of child's teacher

To be.used as a record of a child's performande on d'free.sorting task.

Ooesrthe child form graphic collections?

Is the child concerned with arranging the objects; e.g., lining them

t up creating paiterns, creating representational images? Yes No

Does the child form collections 'of objects that are all the 'same in some yozky?

Do some of the groupings contain elements that all have a common

property? Yes -No

Are graphic collections formed within any of the class groups, for ex-

ample, letters made into wordS? Yes No

' Does the-child indicate (40(gids) how all the members of the group are

the same? Yes No

Does the child classify all the objects? Yes

'Does the child coordinate intension and extension?

If a group of things with a common property is formed. are all the

objects with that property included in that group? Yes NoIc_
Is this trUe for all the classes formed? Yes NO 1110..M.E.1

Is there a parallel organization of classes instead of an inconsist-'i

ent one in which, for example, all squares are put'tbgether, but

rectangles are put into piles orbig and small; or all shapes are
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clas-sified according to their shape-properties, but letters are

classified by color? Yes No

If the organization is not parallel, describe in what ways it is

inconsistent.

.Does the child cc:instruct mostly small classes that are maximally intensive?

Do the child's groups contain just a few elements that are very

similar; e.g., all the small red,triangles are together, all the big

blue squares, etc.? Yes No

Does ihe child cunstruct mostly large classes that are maximally extensive?

Do the child's classes zontain many 'elements that areminimally

.Similarto each other, e.g., a group of "shapes with sides?"

Yes No

Does tile child construct a claSs with onfy One thing in it? Yes No
,

What stage do you think the child, is in? Which other stage is the child
close to?

Pre-conceptual

Intuitive

.s

Concrete-operational

COMMENTS:
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CHILD RECORD: STRUCTURED SORTING

Child's name

Child's age

Name of child's teacher

To be used as a record of a child's performance on a structured sorting,task.

Dan the ch-Ild combine groups to form higher order classes?

Does the child.combine', for example, yellow, red, and Ibiue squares to

rm a. class. of squares? Yes , No

Is the organfzation of the classesrParallel? Yes

Can the child reclassify the material i new ways?

How many different ways can the child find to classify the saMe

materi

Does th child reclassify all the materials? Yes
,

I

is the rgaiizatiOn parallel each time? Yes No

Can the child break classes into subclasses? Yes No
1 \

Are-the lasset broken down in the same way, e.g., if the shapes are

subdivid d b \color so-are the letters? Yes No
\ _ '

If the c asses are subdivided inconsistently, describe in what ways
I

they are inconistent, e.g., the shapes are divided by'color, but

the lett rs are divided by shape, curved or straight.
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What stage do you think,t e child is in? Which other stage is the child
close to?

Pre-conceptual

Ihtuitive

(1

Concrete-operational

COMMENTS:

1 \ 2 7
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ON-GOING ASSESSMENT

In Chapter 5 we talk aboUt the broad educational implications for

what you have learned about.classification and for Piaget's theory in-gen-

eral. However, before concluding this chapter, we should discuss the im-

portance of establishing an on-going program for assessing all the children

in°the classroom for their develoOng understanding of class'relations.
;

By getting to know all your children and by assessind3the'same child a

number of times during-the year, you can expect to see a number of things.
_

_

You will come to see a broad-common patteim torthe thinking of all

your children.

You will find that while there are similarities,children also

differ from each other. For example, children will differ on

how well they understand your instructions, and this will not

always be a result of their level of develo&ent, How comfort-

ablei the child-is-With ibu,-how familiar the child is with the

expressions you use, etc.', are.all factors Oat affect the

child's performance.

Children will also differ in their level of development.

Even if all the children are In the same stage, some will be

just entering the stage and some ready to enter the next stage.

You will find that children who are doing "equally well" in

school are not necessarily at the same stage in their develop-,

ment. For example, two pre-school children may know thciir

numbers, colors, alphabet, etc., equally well, but perform at

somewhat different levels on classification tasks.
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Likewise, you will find, foy example, that children,may be at

the same stage, even though one is doing well in school and

the other no-no well.

Maybe most importantly, you will find that children whom you

regarded asless advanced actually show themselves to be de-

velopmentally as far along as their classmates. On the other

hand, jtou might come to realize that the problems a child is

having with certain subject matters are the result of the

child's level of development and not necessarily an inabil-_

ity on your part to do a "good. job" teaching.

Keeping Records

To get to know your children in the above terms is important. To

better see and understand the similarities and differences among..your child-
.

_

renTcan_only make-youa-bett6rteacher. The first step for such insight,

comes from keeping recordt of your interviews with the children. This will

allOw you to compare children, tO check yourimpressiOns against records of

actual performance, to see how a child progresset through the year, to get

a better feel for the relationthips between the child's performance (or

your expectations) and the child's stage of development, and to compile

relevant ihformation to share with parents.

A record for any child should consist of a descriptiOn of the task '

you used, the materials, the questions you asked, and the child's responses.

Such a record ts called a "protocol." The various activity forms used

while interviewing children lre examples of protocol forms. However, you

do not need to follow these, and as you become a better interviewer, you

-will not want to restrict yourself to predetermined approaches._ One way.
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to keep a protocol record is simply to make notes of what you are doing

ard saying (as you do and say them)' and record what the child does and

says. Your protocol record might look like the following:

Class inclusion: 10 wooden beads, 2 yellow, 8 red and a string'to
string them on.

Fred Ames

Age: 5 years-, '3 months

Examiner"

November 10, 1975

Child

All the beads wood. Correct

How many.wooden beads? Correct

How many red? Correct

More red than wooden beads? Mistake

What's left if I take all
the wooden,beads away? Unsure

-Which is longer - a necklace
of wooden beads or one of red beads? Mistake

Aft-Er you'have friterviewed the child and while your memory is still

fresh., you should use your protocol to fill out a summary record of import=

ant child behaviors. Record forms such as those on-pages101-106 provide ex-

amples. With both the protocol and summary, you have a good record of the

child's performance and a basis for making judgments about the child's

stage of development and understanding of class relations.
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CHAPTER 4

ADDITIONAL WAYS TO EXt.
CLASSIFICATION WITH CHh-Ji;EN

Class relations are involved in everything tb4t requires reasoning

about similarities and differences. Since the fo),... .on of all concepts

involves the use of either class relations, order relations or both,
17

the

degree of understanding that a child has of classification affects Much of

his/her other thoughts and activities. 'You have already explored children's

understanding of. classification through a number of different tasks. As
P

you develop more familiarity with its expression in a variety of other

physical clasSification problems, you will become increasingly aware of its

place in children's.activities in general, including those that make up the

subject matter of-the:classroom.

It is important to extend your exploration of class relations and their

,d6elopment to a broader range of tasks than those discUssed in the preced-

ing chapters. By experimentinj with a variety of activities; you will see

the variations that make classification easier or more difficult to reason

about. For example, a child may be able to arrange a number of very similar

items into classes, but may not be able to find all the shapes that are dif-

ferent from a chosen shape in exactly vie way while being the same in all

other ways. Experiences with a variety of classification activities will

also give you a better feel forl the similarity between tasks that allow

17. Alward; Keith R., -Working with Children's Concepts, a unit of the
FLS.
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-you to explore the natural course of development and tasks that are a part-'

of your teaching activity. Lastly, the more varied the tasks, the better

you will get it working witn children, learning how they understand your

41
requests,and questions, the kinds of inconsistencies the child recognizes

in his/her own behavior and judgments (and those not recognized asWell),

and how the child deals with problems that are recognized but difficult to

solve. In short, the better you understand classification and its use in

different types of activities, the better you will understand the child's

understanding of his/her world and how that understanding is communicated'.

All the new tasks are presented in summary form. -Specific administra-

tion and recording_procedures are omitted. Therefore, before using the new

tasks, review the procedural notes on interviewing techniques covered in

Chapter 2 (pages 49 thru 52). If there areany questions about how to pro-

ceed, or what to expect, consult the primary reference ,given for each task.

One important issue to consider is that variations in the kinds of material

used and the manner in which the task is presented can change the' nature of

the problem for the.child. At the very least, they make the problem more

or less difficult. Remember this when you get unexpected results.

Most of these activities are physical problems or ones requiring the_

production of pictures. Activities of this character make it easier for

children to,express their understandin"g and easier for you to interpret a

child's behavior. More importantly, physlcal activities involving concrete

objects provide the context in which children can do their best work and

with the use of'objects and pictures, you See most clearly what they do or

do not understand. Furthermore, when judging objects according to their

similarities and differences, children are also forming concepts about their
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tLASSIFICATION BY TOUCH 18

i ,/ , :

I #
Classification tasks can be varied by presenting the materials behind

a screen. . When PThget,used this kind of a problem he placed the objects

inside a framework representing a little house with walls and roof made of

cloth. The child:was asked toyut his hands "under the walls," to feel the

objects. Then the standard questions were asked. .

When screening a task it is important to remember to use objects that

are easily discriminable by touch (color, of course, is out). If you make

them too hard to discriminate, the problem becomes very difficult, but not

for lack of the ability to classify. Geometric shapes are good.18 For

example, spheres, ellipses, squares rectangles, and triangles can be used;

The problem can then be broadened by adding two standard sizes and/or two

versus three dimensional objects. To.,make the problem'as easy ai possitle,

use some objects with,holes and/or some with serrated edges.

20VARIATIONS ON CLASS INCLUSION; "ALL AND SOME"

In.Chapter'2 the standard class'inclusion problem was presented. It

, involved a set of objects that have one property in coMmon and one unique

property, Viereby _forming a simple additive. classification. For example,

ten wooden beads might beLused: seven blue beads and three yellow beads.

18: 1.1.ov#thofLogic in the Child, Chapter 7.

19. See the Property Blocks described in-Using Toys and Games with Child-
ren, a,unit of the FLS.

20. The Early Growth of Logic, Chapter 3. ,

1'-
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The assessment culminates with asking if there are "more wooden beads or

more red beads."

To study.the child's understanding of the class-inclusion relatiOnship

further, Piaget developed a new task for use with children from four to 0

eight years of age. For this task, eight to 20 objects made up of red

sguares, blue circles, and a few blue squares are arranged as inrthe follow-

ing pattern:

- 0 II II 0 0 Ei

The' child is then asked questions like: "Are all, the circles blue?" "Are

all the squares red?" "Are all the blue ones circles?" "Are All the red

ones%quares?' As would be predicted from the class-inclusion results,

young children have difficulty with these questions. This can be clearly

seen when they are asked to justify their answers.

In order to trace the development of the child's understa4Pg

of "all" and "some" further, a number of different tasks can be-used. The

--------sImpfust is merely-to---asic-foi-mall "the blue ones," or "all the blue squares"

4

or "some of the red ones.'

/, A proglem diretted at understanding how well the child is able to diS-

/ criminate class relationships is to ask him/her to reproduce a collection

like the one pictured above. Piaget asked children to choose the objects

they would need from boxes of,objects sorted by color and shape. It is

important to,ask thechild about his/her choices as s/hemakes them, that

is, prior to the point where the child may merely match objects one by one.

114 ,
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To make this problem more difficult, the child mayibegiven a gad look at

the model and then asked to reproduce it from memory, with the model

screened. Again, it is informative to ask the child about particular

choices. When doing'problems that require memory, use only a few objects

so as to focus on the child's ability to understand relationships rather
,

than his/her memory span.

SUPPLEMENTAL GAMES ANO MATERIALS

0 e of the easiest forms of pre-classification-is-involved in the

21
stand rd form board. Here the.child is asked to fit a set of objects

with different shapes into a board with a corresponding set of cutouts.

The bject is to place the correct object into the corresponding cutout.

The ask is made.a little more difficult by using some objects and cutouts

wit similar, shapes but different sizes. This is not a complete classifi-

cat on problem because differences are pnly grOssly discriminated, while

.simJilarities are only matched.

-There are &number of other games that are oriented toward helping

children use these classification skills. .Here are 0 few, using a flannel

smallcolored-shapes made of wool or lannel7=-arcles,

squares, and triangles. There are two sizes of.each shape, and there are

three colors of each size red, yellow, and blue.22

21. Using Toys. and Games with Children,'Pp. 66 & 74.

.-22. See,Flannel Boardtame I, II, III in Using.Toys and Games with -

JChildren, pp. 4244,
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1. Pick up one yellow triangle and remove all other yellow triangles. ,

Then ask the child to findan5bbject that goes witn the one yoU've

chosen. This is good training, because a similarity,must be'found

(shape or color) while overlooking another similarity (color or

.1.

shapid). Hence, more than mataing is required.

2. Another variation is to ask the child to find a shape that doesn't

belong with the others, as with this simple arrangement:

A 0
3. 'A more important discrimination is to Choose an object that,doesn't

belong in the following set. Here, a difference must be.attended'

to while overlooking a simjlarity.
40'

If the young child finds the above games easy, try a more diffi-
.

cult one with the same objects. For example, the child is chal-

-lenged-to-find-all-the-shapes-that-are different from achosen

shape in exactly one way (and the same in all others). A yellow

square mightbe picked, in which case a yellow square of a differ-

ent size is an appropriate choice. A red square of the same size

would also be aPpropriate. The child is always asked tO explain ,

his/her choices. An-Other variation.is to ask the child to f4nd

-

objects that are the same in exactly two ways, etc.
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All of the above -games-are good for assessing

identify-similirities and'differences. After this

nbjects can be uied to do a standard assesimen cf

that is, to simultaneously coordinate similarities

obje6ts.

hOw wel

has

the

and

/ the child can

been done, the same.

ability to classify,

differences'between

MULTIPLICATIVE CLASSIFICATION. 23

Multiplicative classification involves the ordering of objects into

two or more additive classes, simultaneously. The simplest kind of'broblem

is to order two different kinds of objects, for example: .red and blue. A

correct solution would result in four piles: red circles, red squares,

blue circles,'blue squares.
iv

When giving simple multiOle classiFication-problems to young children,

4t is helpful
,

to ute a box that is divided into four sections by ttio re-

movable partitions.. Then the child can be helped to understand the problem

by asking him to put things together (1) so that they have"something in

common, and (2) so that whe- one or the other partition is reMove, the

objects on each side of the rematning partition will .still have something

in common.

It is also helpful to use objects that can be grouped in a number,of

ways. If this is done, you can show _the child how to dq/it one way and

then ask him/hel- to do It another. A well developed atiiiity tO.perform
!

multiple.classification is marked by the ease with-which classification

;

23. Piaget, Jean, The Early Growth of Logic,in the Child, Chapter 6.
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criteria can be switched. The ability to perform muitipIe clasiification

develops aerthe same time as additive classificatjon.

A.m ltiple classificatibn priblem can-be made more difficult by using

more lassifications and distracting characteristics. In the problem-be-
,

low/24, the child must simultaneously categorize the cards fnto four sub-

/Classes based on who is eating, and also into four subclasses based upon

what is being eaten. In doing, s/he mustklverlook distracting charac-
.

teristics like the presence of absence of eyes in- th(e dog'house, rings on

the fende, etc, ;
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24. See Pattern Games, Using Toys and Games with Children.
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VARrATIONS ON.MULTIPLICATIVE CLASSIFICATION

1

There are numerous-variations on multiplicative classification that

come under th-e general category of Matrix Tests. A series of these kinds

of problems can'easily tie made into iagame by starting with very simple

problems. All of the varieties require the child to complete an already

partially formed matrix.

,,,,=1111

.11111MPIMII.

The child is asked to complete the matrix on the left, choosing from the

objects on the right. The,first task is very simple. The second offers

some additional problems because the orientation of the plain cat's tail

must also be considered.
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. To make these kinds of probleMs even,more difficult; more information

can be.left out as in Ole following example.

77-114'4';a'5

0.

Problems like this one are called intersection problems. The ability to

do them well develops as much as two years later th-ailitie_stadard multi-

plicative classification problem.

The above tasks, though sketchilY presented, give some idea of the

range of activities that require classification_skills. Similar tasks make

up a fair portion-of curricular materials and items on I.Q. or achievement

tests. By learnOg about how clas.sification skills develop and the range

and situation in which they are required, you will be better able,to select

activities that Are appropriate to the children you work with and better

1
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able to evaluate the appropriateness of tests that are presently used to

assess your children's progress.
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CHAPTER 5

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS ,

Piaget's first five books, published in the 1920's, were enthusiastic-

ally- received and widely discussed. In this book you have been introduced

tO some of the ideas that are discussed in those works: children's think-

ing.progresses through: stages; at,each stage there is a common quality to

. much of their thought;. and, prior to middle childhood, children's concepts

25
are organized differently than those of adults. However, the initial

popularity of these findings had little impact on American psychology or

education, and between the 1930's and 19601s.few people were familiar with

his work.

This surprising indifference was the result of a predominant involve-

, ment with Behaviorism, according to which knowledge is a copy of external

facts and can be taught through example, practice., correction and reinforce-
26

ment. These views are'older than Behaviorism itself, as evidenced by

the traditional methods of education., .such as rote learning, memory exer-
A,

cises and teacher-directed activities. Such practices reflect a belief

that knowledge is memory of past events and that good teaching corrects or

reinforces student responses to tasks and questions. Most educational
,

practice in America today has its roots in history and its theoretical

rationale in Behaviorism. This, however, is rapidly changing--in large

measure because of Piaget's work.

, 25. These same principles are explored in iother areas of knowledge by the
three remaining parts of the ECT series and by the FLS unit titled Working
with'Children's Concepts.

26. Langer, Jonas, Theories of Development.
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Toward the end of the 1950's a number of factors prompted a renewed

interest in Piaget's studies. For one, his genei.al findings seemed valid,

yet unexplainable in behavioristic terms, thus providing a new focus for

theoretical psychology. For another, the topic of mental development it-

self was virtually untouched by behavioral research. The breadth and rich-

ness of Piaget's preceding four decades of study opened an exciting and un-

explored area of obvious importance. Lastly, Piaget brought to psychology

a method of study and' focus that-was beginning to surface in a variety of

disciplines. Piaget calls this approach "structuralism" and describes it

as a study of how the parts of a system work together to form the system .

itself.
27

What you have learned( about the development of classification

is an example. In classification the parts of the system are the mental

activities of combining and separating objects.and events according to

their properties. These activities are organized to form a pattern or

system. As you've learned, this system changes in systematic ways from

one stage,to the next.

Whereas behaviorists regard knowledge as a recording of external ex-

perience, Piaget has attempted to show that all knowledge has an underlying

organization. This organization cannot be taught or recorded from examples.

It is the result,of the individual's ccnstant-regulation.of physical and

mental activities becoming increasingly systematic and better organized.

The fact that an eight year old reasons about classes in adult-like fashion

and the four year old does not is not the result of more experience with

adult classifications. By categorizing objects and events according to

27. Piaget, Jean, Structuralism.
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propertieS thatfare personally interesting and important, chtidren come to

organize their activities in more systematic terms. As they do, the classi-

fying activity inevitably takes the form we regatd as logical and adult-like.

Piaget has'created a powerful picture of intellectual development but,

for the most part, has left its educational implications tb be explored by

others. We now know rich and fascinating facts about what children do and

do not believe. These facts have obvious educational implications, for ed-

ucation carries as its primary responsibility an understanding of what

children regard as true. Piaget arso provides a technic* for exploring

the common patterns of thought in general. As-educators come to use his

ideas for exploring thinking, they will be better at anticipating what

children can and cannot do and more confident in stimulating and-following

children s,thoughts._

Lastly, Piaget's theoretical account of how children progres,s in their

mental development contradicts many commonly held assumptions about think-

-ing. In Ats broadest terms, it suggests that thought is not derived from

language, though language serves an important function;* that thought is not

abstracted from the environment,,but actively constructed in a self-deier-

mined interaction with the environment; that the inability of children to

understand certain truths is not'due to a :lack of relevant information, but

to an inability to coordinate information in the required.fashing. These

important additions to our understanding of thought suggest educational
3

practices that are quite different from traditional approaches. The theory

suggests trusting children in.more active an)d self-directed learning, ask-

ing their own questions, and finding means of answering them. It sugggsts

)

that interactions between children are as important as those between adults

and children, and that freely exploring the physical and social environ-
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ment is as, or more, important than sitting quietly and doing one's lessons.

Pt suggests that children be stimulated to reason rather than memorize,and

that they be encouraged to reflect upon their own views and their implica-

tions. However, because this psychological theory is relatively new to a

majority of educators, It will take time to fully fashion it into educa-

tiOnal Practice.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSIFICATION

AND ITS EDUCATiONAL IMPLICATIONS

. When first introduced to the important relationship between classifi-

cation and thought, it is hard not to feel a resOnsibility for teaching

it. The fact that young children classify so differently than adults, and

the presence of countless educational products designed to teach clas§ifi-
,

cation, makes this seem all the more reasonable. In some respects there is

justification forguiding children to specific classiflcation activities,

and in other respectt it is a misuse of energy and possibly even harmful to

the child's overall education.

It how seems clear that all healthy and active children come to class-

tfy in increasingly systematic ways and that by middle childhood these

classification skills are logical from the adult perspective. It is also

fairly well recognized that it is very difficult to teach' children an under-.

standing of classification that is more advanced than one they naturally

hold. Success in doing so is achieved only when children are at a transi-

tion point between one stage and the next, or, in other words, when they

are close to understanding on their own what is being taught. Furthermore,

once success ig achieved, it by no-means guarantees an overall improvement

in .he quality of a child's thinking.
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On what.basis, then,.is it reasonable to engage childeen inclassifi-

cation activities? Classification attivity-is,a good way forchildeen to -

explore properties of objects and events, to learn,to focus on:properties

that others consider important, and to think about the implications of tom-

bining and sepaeating objects according to their propertieS. Asloilg as

the focus is on helping children explore their own understandings, rather

than replacing it with advanced thought, claSsification can be fun and re-

warding for teachers and children. Moreover, y providing classification

actIvities for children, the teacher can get a clearer sense of their level

'of development and their understanding of the elements they aee classifying.

However, if teachers attempt to enforce classifications that ate more sophis-

ticated than a child's level of development, there is risk that the child

will divorce the activity from.his/her own ability to reason,-and.replace

it with attempts to imitate and to memorize what is being taught. To sepa-

rate mental activity from reason replates self-reliance with a dependency,

upon the teachings of others. More importantly, it may lead the child to

conClude that 'his/her way of thinking and viewing the world is wrong when

in fact it is the only way that s/he/can reason.

It seems reasonable to state that, if anything,-the implications of

Piaget's theory are to avoid teaching classification. Why replace vital

aspects of education with activities designed to advance\reasoning in the

direction it is destined to take of its own accord? Rather, the effort
\-

should be directed toward providing children with opportunittes to exercise

whatever understanding of classification,they may have and to appreciate

the results of-their efforts. Children Will become increasingly aware, but

at their own pace; and soon enough, earlier ways of thinking will be re-

placed by more advanced reasoning.
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Many American educators have come to the conclusion that if thinking

progresses throughrstages, then it is unreasonable to expect things from

children that they are not yet ready to understand or do. The nOtion of

"readiness" is a popular theme in American education. "Don't try to teach

what the child is not ready to learn." Piaget's theory suggests that all

knowledge has organization and that the organization advances through a

sequence of orderly stages. Thus, the problem is not to avoid certain kinds

of knowledge, but rather to eXaMine all aspects of subjeCt matter (curricu-

lum) in terms of the level of understanding being deMapded of the child.

This is an enormously difficult task because it requires understanding the

derlying organization of thought during all of the relevant stages, and

und rstanding how these issues bear on all the subject matter of the class-

room.

Thi Series Of four units is an attempt to address part of this prob-

lem. By in roducing you to the character of thought in iis various forms

of organizatioyuring the early childhood years, you will be better able

to anticipate Oe\kinds of problems your children will find difficult or

easy to solye. But ultimately, the answer to the question "What is the'

child capable of doi or cipable of learning?" is determined,by the child.

By coming to know how t explore a 'child's thinking,and by respecting the

integrity of the child's understanding,you will also become more conyinced

that the child's own interests,likes and dislikes, best determine what g/he

is ready to understand. Thing that are too easy or too difficult do not

interest the child nearly as muc as the investigation of new problems and

ideas suggested to the child by hi /her own exploration. The natural course

of intelligence is to find new proble s suggested by the solution of old

ones. These problems, and the knowled e necessary to find their solutions,
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are what the child is ready to learn.

What you have learned about children's classification aetween four and

eight years of age provides a basis for anticipating whit children can ba

expected to understand. For example, the definition of a word describes

properties shared by.all the things to which the word re0fers. Because of

thei, inability to systematically coordinate similarities and differences,

preconceptual children do hot understand definftions in the way that Older

children do, nor are they particularly, interested in definitions. /

Piaget has endeavored to show that concepts of space, time, number,

measurement, chance, cause and effect, geometry, Troportions, and sa on,

all depend upon an understanding of the logic of class relations. As a

result, pre-operational children cannot form systematic understandings of

these concepts. The'remaining three units in the ECT series explOre. some

_of these areas The unit titled Workin9 with Children's Concepts-explores

the general relationship between classification andIconcepts.

OPENTRESPONSIVE EDUCATDI

Piaget s work has had an obvious and signfficant influence on the

teaching of specific subjects.4gIt is not in the least unusual to find de-
,

velopers of curriculum materials in areas as diverse as music, drama, art,

" social relations, math, science, and social studies, referring to Piaget

as the foundation for their suggested practices. Yet a more significant'

impact is felt in the Contemporary trends of open education. Educators are
I

increasingly recognizing the need to turn more of the learning process over

to the child, to get children out of their seats, inventing problems and

solutions talking freely with adults and each other, and, on the whole,
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actively participating in decisfons about What to study and how to study i
. .

A number-of different educational approaches travel Under the broad
. .

. label of "Open education" and there are:disagreements amor,g proponents

el

, -

of individual programs.- Bui wliat is common to all .is a concern with the

.character of the child's activities; and,there are a number of ways in,which

Piaget's theory bears-op this general question.

1. tentral to the open-edutation philosophy is a belief thatchildren
....-

learn best when.they-have a responsibility for the learning pro-

cess. Because knowledge is constructed and made up by the learner,

learners must develop skills in self-direction and they must be

given opportunities to approach problems in ways that suit their

individual character and disposition. Students.should be invollied

in selecting projects and ideas to focus on; selecting resources,

to work with; determining when.and for how long activities are pun-

sued; participating in the evaluation of their learning; and in.

selecting the-nature of feedback they receive.

2. Children's interests play an important role in the open-education .

environment. First, it is recognized that interest is an .indi-

?cation of whether a child is developmentally ready for a subject --
,

as presented. Secondly, it is understood that ip4rest is a power-

,

ful soure of energy for learning. Laming does not take place

without an active involvement,and this occurs mare readily when

there are genuine and personal interests.

3. In open-education classrooms the learning process is an active one

in the sensse that children can use ,a,variety o1 rsources and a'

o

variety of learning modes. Rather than learning arithmetic, for'

4 example, through rote-practice actiOties, workbook activities,
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, \ ,

and listening to the teacher, children may be involved.in, working

with, physical objects that repre ent IriXhmetic concepts, playing

\
gamesAhat involve mathematical making-a movie, story;

or play-about a mathematical concept,' keeping a diary of.arithmetic'
,

used at liOme, and to on. Furthermore\, the nature.of the child's '""In

activities should be guided to exploring relationships rather than
. \ ,

.
.

. .

itolated facts. For example, rather than separately,learning Xhat
---

c-7+5=12 and 2+10=12, the child might be led to see the relationship

between these two formulat; that, for example, if you take5.from

the first and add it to the second number in,the first fotula you

-get thelecond fOrmula; (7-5)+(5+5)=2+10=12. Wha,' do you think?

Wovld this principle apply'to all formulas in which two numbers

add up to a third?

v4. All education conterns itself with developing an appreciatton and

skill in reasoning. Piaget s theory has provided a useful insight

in this regard. He has shown that underlying all reasonig is a

6
pattern of organization that can be identified as intelligence. '

As the child applies his/her)nterests and'active cOnsideration to

'events and objects, the pattern or organization undergoes changes,

and evolves toward a more satisfying and encompassing form. This
. -

course of emerging reason holds for any aTea of knowledge to which

the mind.may be applied: It is something.that is neither learned,

nonacquire at birth. For reason to take'its hold, the mind must,

be appjied and challenge0 so thlt preliminary ideas are found to

be false and wanting. The formulation of beliefs and the seeking

of-means to test &Weft is the' exercise Of intelligence. Asking

children to imitate'the patterns.of reason imposed by others,can-
.
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not serve this Anction. This pr nciple is appreciated in open-
.

education and provides the basis r many of the pradtices that

fall under that heading.

5. Open-education proponents stress t e importance of social inter-

actions among peers. Throughout his car7er Piaget has insisted

that mutual cooperation and .interaction'among children sharing

common goals and interests is e'ssenial to the development of rea-
,

son. This means that children should be allOwed to explore con-. .

cepts through mutual play, through discussion,\through.sharing )

points of view, and through attemptsto work together on common

goals.. The mutual interests of children are an"iMportant founda-

tion for social and intellectual development and they Should be

bUilt upon in the classroom.

. Lastly, teachers in open-education classrooms must.develop skills

and talents:that are different from those reqUired of the tradi-

tional teacher. Open-education is not something that can be pro-
/

/

grammed or packaged in the sense of strict:lesson plans or a.guided,

series of instructions, such as workbooks. Open-education re-

quires a flexible approach in whichindividual needs can be met as

they arise, where spontaneous questions can provide the focus for

an extended project, where new challenges can be proposed as op:-

'portunities.arise.

Eudcation, as a question of learning and as a question of society, is

'enormously complex. It is something in which everyone has a share and'a

say, and it is something that affects and is affected by every fattor in

the human complex. The school itself is as müch affected by education as

it in'turn affects the individual. Every iItellectual revolution has left



its imprint on the goals and values of the school. How these new goals are

achieved is a matter of technology: the development of intelligence through

doing. The issue of open-education, as with most"other important education-

al issues, is strictly a question_of What_individuals in society want and

value. The technology.of producing confident students in open-education

environments is a documented fact. The success of the British Infant School,

the Bankstreet and Responsive rollow Through Programs, testifies to the

iability of open-education teac ers to achieve the goals and values of so-

ciety.28 The question is whether societi wants to adapt the goals of open-
/

education. i

/

Pieget expresses his view, which is often quoted by proponents of

--open-education:
----

The principal 'goal of education is to create
rin wh,, are capable of doing things, not simply
of repeating what Other generations have done --
men who are creative, inventive, who discover.

The second goal of education is. tO form minds
which can/be critical, can verify, and not accept
everything they are offered....we need pupils who
are active, who learn to find out by themselves,
partly by ,their,spontaneous activity and partly
through material we set up for them; who learn
early to t4ll what is verifiable and what is simp-
ly the first idea to come tc them.29

Piaget is a sci ntist
1

Of intellectual revOl tlon

. . I

science canhot, and should

28. Rayder, Nicholas
Program: New Data.

29. Ripple and Rockcas/tle (Eds.), Piaget Rediscovered.

\

z..`

f immense stature. He is truly as much a source

as were Fredd, Galileo, and Aristotle. But

ot, determine values. It can, however, educate

et al., Effects of the Responsive Education
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our values and provide means of realizing the goals we set for ourselves.

Through Piaget's work, extended by countless others who we concerned with

. the nature, of intelligence , we can,see that all children who' are active

coMe to dev lop increasingly refined intelligence. This Wbuld-and ddes

happen irre pective of schools. It is the inevitable result of mental acti-

vity. But the question of school is critical and goes beyond the develop-

_ment of intelligence or reason in theabstract. School is properly concerned

with the nature of subjects tb which the intelligence is applied.

What Piaget :suggests and practitioners have shown is that classrooms

and schools can be created inwhich students function With freedom in a cli-

mate of honesty and respect,and still achieve what is expected by the so-

ciety into which they must be absorbed. What is surprising to many seems

obvious to others: intelligence directed and followed py interest leads

to learning what sodety expects.

It is a myth to think that children are innately opposed and foreign
.

to reading, wfiti\rig, and. arithmetic. These are simply society's ways of
. .

representing forms that intelligence naturally takes. Children. develop in

their linguistic intelligence, and reading a d writing are simply shared:

ways of expressing this intelligence. Likewis children develop in their

understanding bf class and order relations.. Arit metic is no more than

socially shared ways of expressing this intelligence These shared sYstems,

\ are conventionS and notintelligenceitself. Conventio must. be learned

\\. from others. But it-is the nature of people

\\ to learn from others if in sO,doing one is demeaned,-embarrassed, idiculed,

br demoralized. Only by personal interests free from fear and support d by

\
others can.children be expected to share and extend the exciting forms of

persOsnal andlcollective intelligence. Open-education' at its best sets a stage.
\

\
,
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APPENDIX A

CLASSIFICATION MATERIALS
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APPENDIX B

TRANSCRIPT OF VIDEOTAPE

THE GROWING.MINDr A PIAGETIANYIEW OF YOUNG CHILDREN--

THE.DEVELOpMENT.OF CLASSIFICATION



Those who work with young children recognize the
difficulty they have unuerstanding adult concepts.
The'r reasoning is often differen, from ours. In

thisjilm series we will draw ipor the work of Jean 4
Piag t to show the internal organ zation of child
thoug t and its gradual irogressi n towards adult

.

forms. The apparent inaccuracies ofchild. thought
are pa t of a pattern through whicbáll chfldrer
pass.

This film explores three'stages in the development
of children's classifications and reasoning about
classes.. Classification is critical to all thought.
Each stage of classification has its;own character
and organization and each new stage is an advance
over earlier ones.

Four year old Ian realizes that if aO the wooden
beads are taken away, none will be left. Yet he
tells us that there are more red thankvoodenobeads.
This illustrates a type of reasoning belonging to
the pre-conceptual stage. This is a Stage of
mental development through which all children
pas-s. It's a particular type of thought with its'
own form and organization.

Ryan, an eight year old, reasons differently from
Ian.

.

Ryan knows that there are more wooden tLan red
beads. He shows that he can consider-all the
beads as red and yellow,and at'the same time
.consider all of them as wooden. This reiorsi
bility of/thought characterizes the concrete-
operational stage to which Ryan belongs.

Four year old Darrilyn provides more ipsight
into the nature of the young:dbild's thought.
She calls all the beads "bean=beads."

For-most four year olds, a classfsuch as wooden
beads is a' spatial collection. Adhen asked to
consicler the red beads, the groUp-of wooden beads
is mentally separated so thWohly the red and

--yellow beads exist. These groqps are what both
four year olds compared.

Ian is asked to put together shapes that are
alike.

-\
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The careful placing of objects in lines and
the fitting together of triangles shows that
for Ian, classes are tied to their appear- 7-,

ances or spatial arrangements. Because of
these characteristics, classes forMed by
childrerbin the pre-conceptual stage are called
"graphic-collectiont."

Ian builds a tower of shapes, adding each shape
because it matches some object in the group
rather than sharing a common property_with
all the objects in the group.

Darrilyn too is asked to put together things
that are alike.

Darrilyn's collections are...also graphic. This

is revealed in a number of ways.

The squares are carefully aligned with each
other.

The adding of small squares creates a nice
spatial symmetry.

Trianges are added to the arrangement of
squares because they'add to the spatial
symmetry.

The square does not visually fit the circles.

DeTilyn ends with a number of graphic collec-
s. While the collections are of different

slapes, they are similar in appearance and each
p,le fits together as a spatial whole.

,

For,the pre-conceptual child, the very act
of grouping objects is often enough to define
a class.

Later in the interview,'Darrilyn continues
to,form graphiq,collections.

Other shapes are added to the squares as if
Darrilyn is trying to create a visually
interesting whole rather than a class.

Now Darrilyn combines shapes according to
their color.
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The graphic nature Of the classification
is shown.by her careful arrangement of blue.

-'74fid red squares around the color piles.
N concern with,appearance and arrangemea,
.rather than similarities and differences,has
dominated Darrilyn's cTassificatiops. This is

' a clear indication that her notion of class is
grahic and belongs to the pre-conceptual stage
of thought.

The stage.following pre-toriceptual'thought,is
called the intuitive stage. The child becomes
increasingly concerned with clasSifying according
to the syarities afid differenceVamong objects.

The man with the rifle is kept separate from:.
the men with buckets.

The griming concern with similarities and diff-
erences leads to a beginning strtAgle with
higher-order classes. These classes are composed
of sub-groups thit'ar different from each other,
but also similar at a higher leyel of abstraction.
For example, tables and chairs can be combined
in the class of furniture.

0

While six year old Miles can form classes of

1

similar objec s, the symmetrical arrangement
of the babies showS that appearance and arrange-
ment still pl y a role.

When asked to'Combine groups, Miles creates a
graphic collection :the arrangeMent of a'table
scene.

Miles shows that he can break this graphic
collection into the original classes defined
by the similarities and differences between
objects._

This task requires Miles to coMbine soMe of
hiS groups to fbrm higher-prder classes. He
instead places already formed classes on-the
three pieces'of paper and leaves a remainder
of objects.to 1)6 sorted.

Mlles is unwilling to pu;....the table with the
chairs because of the differences in appear-
,ance even though both are furniture.

753
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Rather than anticipating how the remaining
objects could be grouped into two piles, such
as furAture and utensils, Miles starts by
placing things that are alike on the two
pieces of paper:

Ryan's earlier thinking about the wooden
bead problem showed that he-is at-the con-
crete-operational stage of thought. -We thee-
fore expect Ryan to show more advanced
classifications than we have yet seen.

Ryan quickly classifies the shapes fccording
to similarities and differences.

The letters,however, offer ah obstacle to
his classification.

He eventually forms a variety_of\small
classes including letters of the same color,
groups of similar letters, and graphic
collections in the form of words.

When asked to combine his groups, Ryan
instead re-classifies all the objects
on the basis of color.

'\

Arrangement is not important in Ryan's
classificatiwi of blue objects.

RYan ends by dividing the color groups
into smaller classes Of letters and
shapes.

Ryan struggles with forming three classes
on the basis of similarities ahd differ-
ences. Having classed all the-letters to-
gether, he is faced with the difficulty
of constructing two classes out of the
remaining material.

Ryan's unique solution reveals the flexi-
bility of concreth-operational thougnt.

Darrilyn and Ian are typicfl of most four
and'five year,olds. They are in the pre-
conceptual stage.

Their classes are called graphic collections
because appearance and spitial arrangement
of objects is the basis of :their classifications.
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When asked to put together things that are
alike, the pre-co ceptual child may.group

..J,objects that go well together, look good
\together, or form a nice pattern.

\.

As a result, a graphic collection pay con-
tain a variety ofldissimilar objects,or

. contain objects that are 'similar to those
in other classes.

The nature of graOhic collections leads
quite naturally to reasoning about classes
in a way_that As-tharkedly different from
adult thinking.

Ian and Darrilyn both argue that there are
more red than wooden beads because the
spatial nature of t.oir class concepts eads
them to compee only the red and yellow-
beads.

The intuitive sta e towhich most stx and
seven year olds b long 'is illustrate 'by-

- Miles. ,

Children tn this tage can classify Øbjeôts
according to theit similarities and iffer-
ences. However, this just begin ing_and
children in this stage have difficulty
combining groups to form higher-ord r classes.

; Difficulty also arises when the chi d must
, anticipate how aset of objects could be

divided into a given number of classes.

Around eight yeLars of age, most chil ren
enter the-concrete,operational stage.
buring di-is stage,Classification tak s on
an increasingly systematic-character. Ryan
is just entering t is period. Helolow there
are necessarily mo e wooden than red b ds
.bec-ce all of the red beads are only s me

wooden beadS,
!

H -cuti combine to form higher-orde\c
1

c asses,and at the ame time break these'
c asses into sub-cla ses.

\,

This,ability to reas n about the relationsh
-between classes make it possible for Ryan
to invent unique yet systematic solutions
to classification pro lems.

i
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The velopment of:thought-goes:through
a seri of stages, eacit,with fts own
:form of ,easoning. Piaget has Shown that
this developmental prOgression 1s not uni-
que .to individual children. It.,fs universal
andmarks a progreision whose natural course
is towards increasingly systematic and

:internally consistent thought.

.The child encounters the world at his Own
level of development. Before v:ssingtO
the next-stage, the child must tirst exper-
iience the world thrOugh.his.own eyes. Rea-
soninTthat.appears illogical to the adult
may be: perfectly,natural to the child. It is
his waY Of seeing and will only progress if
.it. is:used. It is necessary fOrthe child's
development.that he be.allowed 0 explore his
own view.

In this film on classificat;oh, we have exaMined.
one-area of develoOment. Other films in the'
series cover additional topics, showing that
for.each, there is a natural.and similar
gression of stages'leading towards more accu.-
rate and systematic ways of Seeing the world.

1 G 7
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Some of Piaget's Translated Works

These earliest of Piaget's books concern the general character c7
children's thinking between three and eight years of age, as revealed in
either natural observations or.discussions with children. At the time of
their writing, piaget,did not regard them.as important works, andThe later
critici/A theufOr their dependence on.the child's verbal reasbning.
However, these books set the stage forMuch of his later work and provided
the bundation for public interest. Of his major descriptive works,.these
are probably the most readable. The works are listed in orderof their
original French publicaticin dates.

(1923) The Language and.ThOught of the Child. New York: Meridian,
1955.

(1924)

(1926)

(1927)

(1932)

Judgment and Reasoning in the Child. New Jersey: Little-
field, Adams and Co.i...1966.

The Child's Conception of the World. New Jersejf: Little-
field, Adams and Co., 1965.

The Child's Conception of Physical Causality. New Jersey:
Litflefield, Adams and Co., 1965.

The Moral Judgment of the Child. New York: Collier, 1962.

These three books express Piaget's major observations On the mental
development of infants. The Origins of Intelligence provides a theoretical
model of sensory-motor intelligence. The Construction of Reality describes
the first understandings of space, time+_objects, and causality. The
original French title, Origins of the Symbol, suggests the underlying
focus of Play, Dreams and-Imitation in Childhood. Eachbf these three
books will probably disappointthe casually interested reader. The
Construction of Reality j-s -thi-Easjest of the three to read.

(1936) The Origins of Intelligence
1963.

(1937) The Construction of Reality
Books, Inc., 1,954.

(1946) Play? Dreams, and Imitation
1962.

in Children.

in the Child.

in Childhood.

New York: Norton,

New York: Basic

New York: Norton,

These 'works provide information on the developmeqt of clasification
in children- and/or classification activities.
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The following books make up the largest single focus in the study of

cognitive development. In them, Piaget explores the development of
logical apd sub-logici thought between bur end 12 years of age and its
expreSsion in a broaci cross-section of knowledoe.. Each is composed of a-

rich array of concrete-manipulative experiments and the corresponding
responses of children,. The 'Growth of La ir,a1 Thinking is Piaget's major

work on formal-operationa1 thoug t. The '.eginning Piaget student will. find

the descriptions rich and readable, though tedious The theoretical

'accounts are highly abstract and complex.

(1941) The Child's Conception of Number. New York: Norton, 1965.

(1946) The Child's Conception of Movement and Speed. New York:

Ballantine, 1971.

(1946) The Child's Conception of Time. New York: Basic Books,

Inc., 1969. ,

(1948) Piaget, Inhelder, and Szeminska, The Child's Conception of
Geometry. London: Routledge and Kegan, 1960.

(1948) Piaget and,Inhelder, The Child's Conception of Space. New

York: Norton, 1967.

(1951) , The Origin of the Idea of Chance in Children. New

York: Norton, 1975.

(1955) Inhelder and Piaget, The Growth of Logical Thinking from
, Childhood to Adolescence. New York: Basic Books, Inc.,

1958.

(1959) , The Early Growth of Logic in the Child. New York:

W. W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1964.

The following books provide an overview of Piaget's theory and his

general views on the nature of knowledge. The Psychology of the Child

provides his best introductory overview of development between infancy

and late adolescence. As suggested.by their titles, two of the books

present Piaget's-thoughts on education. They do not provide simple

educational prescriptions.

(1939 & 1965) Science of Education and the Psychology of the Child.
New York: Viking, 1971.

fp (1947) Tbe Psycholoy of Intelli ence. New Jersey: Littlefield,

and Company, 196

(1948) To Understand is to Invent: The Future of Education. New

York: Grossman, 1973.

(1964) Six Psychological Studies. New York: Vintage Books, 1967.
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(1966) Piaget and Inhelder, The Psychology of the Child. New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1969.

(1968) Structuralism. New YOrk: Harper and Row; 1971.

(1973)- The Child and Realit : Problems of Genetic Psycholdgy. New
or : Grossman, 1973.

Piaget as Seen by *Others

These five books provide an overview of Ptaget's theory and hts main'
findings. Pulaski's and Phillips' works are probably the most readable by
lay persons. The book by Ginsburg and Opper is an excellent overview'of
the main stages of development from infancy to late adolescence. The -

books by Boyle and Flavell focus more on the formal aspects. of Piaget's
theory ahd are probably more useful to the advanced student. Flavell's
book is a classic American interpretation of Piaget's general theory.

Boyle, D. G., A Student's Guide,to Piaget. London/New York:
Pergamon Press, 1969..

Flavell, Jobn H., The Developmental Psycholow of Jean Piaget.
Princeton, New Jersey: Van Nostrand, with 4 foreward by J.
Piaget, 1963.

1

_,-

,Ginsburg, Herbert, and Opper, Sylvia, Piaget's Theory of Intellectual
Development: An Introduction. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
1969.

Phillips, John L. Jr., The Origins of Intellect. San Francisco:
W. H. f",-,rnan,J969.

Pulaski, Mary An1 Spencer, Understanding Piaget: An Introduction to
Children's Cognitive-Development, New York: Harper,and Row
Inc, 1971.

The bpok by Issaacs is a good introductory presentation of quanti-
tative contepts (number, measurement, time, etc.) between four and eight
years of age. Brearly and Hitchfield provide a similar treatment of .

additional topics such as space, morality and science. . ,

_Brearley, Mnlly and Hitchfield, Elizabeth, A Guide to Readin9 Piaget.-
New York: Schocken Buoks, 1966.

Issaacs, Nathan, A Brief Introduction to Piaget. New York: Agathon
Press, 1972.
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Dasen's article explores the relationship between culture and know-
ledge. Furth provides a rich and insightful .presentation of Piaget's
general theory. He includes seven short papers by Piaget. Langer
describes three predominate views on mental development: behaviorist,
structuralist, and analytic. Ripple andkRockcastle edited the presen-
tations of a large American conference on Piaget. They include four
papers by Piaget, a number of theoretical papers on education, and a large
.number of papers concerning curriculum projects based on Piaget's_theory.
The papers by Piaget are informative and quite readable.

Dasen, Pierre R.', Biology or Culture? Interethnic Psychology from a
Piagetian Point of View, Canadian Psychologist, April 1973,
14 (2), 149-166.

Funth, Hans G., Piaget and Knowledge: Theoretical Foundations. New
Jersey: ?rentice-Ha11, 1969.

Langer, Jonas, Theories of Development; San Francisco: Holt; Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1969.

Ripple, Richard.R. and Rockcastle", Verne N. (Eds%), Piaget
Rediscovered: A Re ort of the Conference on Cognitive
Studies and Curr cu um Development. Ithaca: School of
Education, Cornell University, 1964.

These works reflect some Of the research studies directed toward
refining and clarifying Piaget's theory and its implications.

Almye Millie, with Chittenden, E. and Mill6r, P., Young Children's
Thinking: Studies of Some Aspects of PiaFt'sTheory.
New York: Teachers College Press,-Columbia University, with
a foreward by J. Piaget, 1966.

, and Associates, Logical Thinking in Second Grade. New York:
Teachers College Press, Columbia Uniyersity, 1970.

-Dasen Pierre R., Cross-Cultural Piagetian Research: A Summary,
Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology, 7, 1972, 75-85.

Elkind, David and Flavell, John H. (Eds), Studies in Cognitive
Development: Essays in Honor of Jean Piaget. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1969. '

Hyde, D. M. G.,-Piaget and Conceptual Development: .With a Cross- ,
Cultural Study of Number and Quantity. London: Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, 1970.

Kofsky, Ellin, A Scalogram Study of-Classificatory Development.
Logical Thinking in Children: Research Based on Piaget's

TheOr . Irving Siegel and Frank Hooper (Eds.),- New'York:
o t, Rinehart, and Winston; Inc.', 1968.
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Siegel, Irving, and Hooper, Frank (Eds.), Logical Thinking in
Children: Research Based on R1aget18 TheOry. New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1968.

Piaget's Theory and Education

The following books and papers present a range of views on the
general implications of Piaget's theory for education. The book by
Schweibel and Rath presents a number of readable and excellent articles
by various Piagetian scholars.

Alward, Keith R., The Implications of Piaget's Theory for Day-Care
Education. Child Care: A Comprehensive Guide. Stevanne
Auerbach Fink (Ed.j, New York: Behavioral Publications,
1973.

, A Piagetian View of Skills and Intellectual Development in
the Responsive Model Classroom. Non-published paper, Far
West Laboratory, 1973.

Duckworth,,JEleanor, Piaget Takes a Teacher's Look, Learning,
October 1973.

.Furth, Hans G., Piaget.for Teachers. New.Jersey: Prentice-Hall,-
1970.

, and Wach, H., Thinking Goes to School: Piaget's Theory in
Practice. New York: Oxford University Press, 1974.

Kamii, Constance, and De Vries, Rheta, Piaget for Early Education.
The Preschool in Action. R. K Parker (Ed.), Boston:
.Allan and Bacon, 1974.

Kohlberg, Lawrence, Cor Stage and Preschool EdOcation, Human
Development, ,266 5-7.

, The Concepts rf Developmental Psychology as the Central Guide
to Education. Proceedings of the ConferenCe on Psychology
and the Process of SChooling in'the Next Decade --
Alternative ConCeptiens. Mhynard D. Reynolds (Ed.),
Leadership Training Institute -- Special Education, 1970.

Schweibel, Milton, and Rath,Jane-(EdS.), Piaget in the Classroom.
_New-York:--Biiic Books, Inc., 1973.

= Sharp, Evelyn, Thinking is Child's Play. New-York: Dutton,-1969.

Silberman,-Charles-E. (Ed.), The Open Clatsroom Reader. New York:
Random House, 1973.
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Sime, Mary, A Child's Eye View: Piaget for Young Parents and
Teachers. New York: Harper and Row, 1,973.

These books reflect a number of efforts to prepare teachers to
interview children in areas of cognitive development. Lavatelli's work
is well known but criticized by Piaget for her suggestion that training
children to perform on Piagetian tasks is an appropriate educational goal:

Alward, Keith R.,.Exploring Children's Thinking: Part 1 -- The
Development of Classification, A FLS Unit. San Francisco:
Far West Laboratory, 1975.

, Exploring Chiidren's Thinking: Part 2 -- The Development of
Order Relations -- Seriation A FLS Unit. San Francisco:
Far West Laboratory,11975.

, Working with Children's Concepts A"FLS Unit. San Francisco:
Far, West Laboratory, 1975.

, and Saxe, Geoffrey B., Exploring Children's Thinking:
Part 3 -- The Development of Quantitative Relations --
Conservation, A FLS Unit. San Francisco: Far West

Laboratory, 1975.

Fogelman, K. R., Piagetian Tests for the Primary School. National
Foundation for Educational Research in England and Wales,
1970.

Lavatelli, C., Piaget's Theory Applied to an Early Childhood
, Curriculum. Boston: American Science and Engineering, Inc.,
1970.

, Teacher's Guide to Accompany Early Childhood Curriculum: A

. Piaget Program. Boston: American Science and Engineering,
Inc., 1970.

Lowry, Lawrence, learning About Learning. Berkeley: University of

California, 1974.

The following present some materials, activities, and suggestions
for working with children.

_

Attribute Games and OroblemsElementary-Science Study, Education
- Development-Center, Inc., McGraw-Hill Book Co., Webster

Division, 1967.

Cuisenaire Company vf Amerjca, Int. 12 Church Street, New Rochelle,
NY 10805.
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Enneveri If., and Harlen, W., With Objectives id Mind: Guide to
- Science 5-13. Londo-67-71acdonald Educational, 1973.

Golick, Margle, Deal
Learning.

\

Nimnicht, G., et al.
Unit.\ San

Nuffield Mathematics

Richards Roy, Earl
London:

Me In--- Use of Playing Cards in Teaching and
New York: Jeffrey Norton Pmblishers, Inc., 173:

, Using" Toys and Games with Children; A FLS
Francisco: Farlilest Laboratory; 1975.

/

ct. New Ydrk: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
/-

Expe lences: Be innin s A-Unit'for Teachers.
cdonald Educationa , 1972.

Proj

Weikart and the Responsive,Program Sta-ff present two different
broad applications of Piaget to early childhood education. Both are
modell$ for the National Follow Through Program. The Responsive-Model-
Program has been implemented in hundreds of classrooms-throughout the
U.S. The paper by Rayder, et al.,-presents.some of the findings on the
effeCts of the program.

Rayder, Nicholas F., et al., Effects of the Responsive Education
Program: New Data: San Francisco: Far West Laboratory,
1975.

Responsive Educational Program Staff, A Description of the Responsive
Education Program. San Francisco: Far West laboratory,
1976.

Weikart, David P.; Rogers, Linda; and Adcock, Carolyn, The Cogn
tively Oriented Curriculum: A Framework for Preschool
leachers. Urbana: University of .Illinois, 1971.

Films and Videotapes

CRM Educational Films, Cognitive Development. (20 minutes)----,
Available from CRM Educational FilmZ838_San-fernando--

--- Roadi-Sun-Valley;-CA--91352.

Davidson Films, Pia et's Develo mental Theor :

Classification. (19 minutes)

- Conservation. (29 minutes)

Formal Thought. (33 minutes)
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Far

'Growth. of-InteirigeTiter,in theiPreschool Years.

Jean Piaget:- Wintry and Intelligece. (44 mdnutes)
_

AvailableAhroUgh the University of.California Extension
Media7Center, Berkeley, CA 94720.

West Laboratory, The Growing Mind: 'A Piagetian View of Young
Children:

_TheDevelopment of Classification. (30 minutes)

The Development of Wder.Relations Seriation. (27 minutes)

The-Development of Nntitative Relations -- Conservation.

_
(32 minutes)

The Development of Spatial Relations. (29 minutes)

/ Available through the Far West Laboratory, 1855 Folsom
Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.'

. ,

Pho nix Films, Learning About Thinking and Vice_Versa. (32 minutes)
Available through Phoenix Pilms,i743 Alexander Road,
Princeton, NJ 08604.

= The J an Piaget Society, Equilibration. :(35 minutes) Available
through the Jean Ptaget Society, Box 493, Temple University,

1 Philadelphia, PA 19122.
I
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